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We present recent advances in Density Functional Theory (DFT) for applications to the field
of quantum transport, with particular emphasis on transport through strongly correlated systems.
We review the foundations of the popular Landauer-Büttiker(LB)+DFT approach. This formalism,
when using approximations to the exchange-correlation (xc) potential with steps at integer occu-
pation, correctly captures the Kondo plateau in the zero bias conductance at zero temperature but
completely fails to capture the transition to the Coulomb blockade (CB) regime as temperature
increases. Both of these effects are hallmarks of strong electronic correlations. To overcome the
limitations of LB+DFT the quantum transport problem is treated from a time-dependent (TD)
perspective using TDDFT, an exact framework to deal with nonequilibrium situations. The steady-
state limit of TDDFT shows that in addition to an xc potential in the junction, there also exists an
xc correction to the applied bias. Open shell molecules in the CB regime provide the most striking
examples of the importance of the xc bias correction. Using the Anderson model as guidance we
estimate these corrections for a class of systems in the limit of zero bias. For the general case we put
forward a steady-state DFT which is based on the one-to-one correspondence between the pair of
basic variables steady density on and steady current across the junction and the pair local potential
on and bias across the junction. Like TDDFT, this framework also leads to both an xc potential in
the junction and an xc correction to the bias. Unlike in TDDFT, these potentials are independent
of history. We highlight the universal features of both xc potential and xc bias corrections for junc-
tions in the CB regime. We also provide an accurate parametrization of both xc potentials for the
Anderson model at arbitrary temperatures and interaction strengths thus providing a unified DFT
description for both Kondo and CB regimes and the transition between them.

I. INTRODUCTION

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is probably the
most popular method for an ab-initio description of
atoms, molecules, and solids both in1 and out of (ther-
mal) equilibrium2,3. The main reason for this popular-
ity is its relative numerical simplicity which arises due
to the mapping of the interacting many-electron prob-
lem onto an effective non-interacting one. This simplic-
ity has given rise to a plethora of applications of DFT
to the description of more and more complex systems
in atomistic detail. However, there are also physical
situations where DFT has been less successful, one of
those being the description of strongly correlated sys-
tems. Since the fundamental theorems of DFT, both
in thermal equilibrium and in its time-dependent out-
of-equilibrium incarnation, give the framework a sound
theoretical foundation, the failures of DFT have to be
attributed to the inadequacy of known approximations
to the famous exchange-correlation (xc) functional.

In this Topical Review we are concerned with a DFT
treatment of the particular physical situation of quan-
tum transport, i.e., the description of electronic trans-
port through a nanoscale region contacted by metallic
leads and driven out of equilibrium by application of an
external bias. We will discuss different DFT frameworks
for the description of quantum transport with a partic-
ular focus on recent advances in DFT approximations

to deal with strongly correlated nanojunctions. It turns
out that in all these frameworks, if one wants to cap-
ture strong correlations within DFT, the corresponding
xc functionals need to have step features at integer occu-
pation. These steps are intimately related to the famous
derivative discontinuity of the exact xc potential.

The first application of DFT to electronic transport
goes back to a seminal paper of Lang4 where, following
ideas of Landauer5 and Büttiker6, transport in the steady
state is treated as a scattering problem of effectively non-
interacting electrons. The resulting formalism, known as
Landauer-Büttiker plus DFT (LB+DFT), or its equiva-
lent formulation in terms of non-equilibrium Green func-
tions (NEGF)7–9 are by far the most widely used DFT
schemes for transport. In Sec. II A we will present this
formalism and critically discuss its merits and shortcom-
ings. We will show that the LB+DFT framework, at zero
temperature and in the limit of small bias, is capable of
correctly capturing features related to the Kondo effect,
a hallmark of strong electronic correlation. On the other
hand, at finite temperatures LB+DFT fails to correctly
describe Coulomb blockade, another ubiquitous correla-
tion effect.

The Landauer-Büttiker formalism is only concerned
with steady-state electronic transport under application
of a DC bias voltage. Alternatively one may view trans-
port as an explictly time-dependent problem where a sys-
tem contacted to metallic leads is initially in thermal
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equilibrium. At a given time t0, the system is driven out
of equilibrium by application of a bias and one follows its
time evolution10,11. In a DFT framework, this situations
can naturally be described with Time-Dependent DFT
(TDDFT)2,12–14. Of course, application of TDDFT to
transport is ideally suited to treat systems moving under
the influence of explicitly time-dependent fields (e.g., AC
bias). It turns out, however, that even for the steady
state which develops in the long-time limit after applica-
tion of a DC bias, TDDFT in principle leads to correc-
tions to the LB+DFT formalism13,15–17. The TDDFT
approach to transport will be discussed in Sec. III. The
TDDFT corrections to LB+DFT are shown to be crucial
in a correct description of Coulomb blockade in the zero-
bias conductance. However, the price to be paid now is
a lack of Kondo features in this framework.

Finally, in Sec. IV we review yet another, very recent
DFT approach to steady-state transport called i-DFT18.
Compared to the LB+DFT approach, the novelty is that
the corresponding Kohn-Sham (KS) system is character-
ized not only in terms of the exchange-correlation (xc)
potential in the nanojunction but also in terms of an
xc contribution to the bias. For this framework we first
construct approximations which are capable of correctly
describing Coulomb blockade not only in the zero-bias
limit but also at finite bias. Again, these approximations
miss Kondo physics which, however, can be included us-
ing rather simple arguments. The i-DFT framework thus
allows for a unified description of both Kondo effect and
Coulomb blockade in finite-bias electronic transport as
well as a transition between these regimes as tempera-
ture increases.

II. QUANTUM TRANSPORT WITH DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY

A. The standard approach: Landauer-Büttiker
Formalism

In the typical setup of transport, a mesoscopic or
nanoscopic central region C is connected to two (or more)
metallic leads and one is interested in the current flowing
through C upon application of a bias between any two
leads.

For simplicity, here we only consider the case of the
central region C connected to left (L) and right (R) leads,
see Fig. 1 for an illustration of the setup. A DFT de-
scription of such a system in thermal equilibrium at tem-
perature T = 1/β and chemical potential µ requires the
self-consistent solution of the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations
(we use atomic units unless otherwise stated)[
−∇

2

2
+ v0(r) + vH[n](r) + vxc[n](r)

]
ψk(r) = εkψk(r)

(1)

where v0 is the external potential generated by the posi-

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the quantum transport
setup.

tively charged nuclei and

n(r) =
∑
k

f(εk)|ψk(r)|2 (2)

is the electronic density, f(ε) = 1/(eβ(ε−µ) + 1) being the
Fermi function. In Eq. (1) there appear two functionals
of the density. These are the Hartree potential

vH[n](r) =

∫
d3r′w(r− r′)n(r′), (3)

with w(r− r′) the electron-electron interaction, and the
exchange-correlation (xc) potential

vxc[n](r) =
δExc[n]

δn(r)
. (4)

The xc potential is the functional derivative of the xc
(free) energy functional Exc[n].

A first technical difficulty when trying to solve the KS
equations in the geometry of (semi-infinite) left and right
leads connected to a central region arises from the fact
that such a system is neither finite nor periodic. Thus
standard techniques for electronic structure calculations
of either finite or periodic systems need to be adapted to
the problem.

One convenient way of dealing with the transport ge-
ometry is to use the language of Green’s functions. To
begin with, we introduce a localized single-particle ba-
sis |jq〉 where j denotes an atomic site and q labels the
different basis functions localized at this site. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the single-particle basis is or-
thonormal and complete, i.e., 〈jq|j′q′〉 = δj,j′δq,q′ and∑
j,q |jq〉〈jq| = 1. In this basis, the KS Hamiltonian Hs

can be written in 3× 3 block form as

Hs =

 HLL HLC 0
HCL HCC HCR

0 HRC HRR

 (5)

where Hαα′ collects all matrix elements connecting re-
gions α and α′ (α, α′ ∈ {L,C,R}). Hereafter we use
boldface letters to denote matrices in the one-electron
basis. Note that in Eq. (5) we have assumed that all ma-
trix elements connecting the left and right leads vanish.
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The KS single-particle orbitals ψk can be expanded in
the localized basis as

ψk(r) =
∑
jq

ck,jq〈r|iq〉 (6)

which allows to write the density according to

n(r) =
∑
jq

∑
j′q′

ρeq
jq,j′q′〈jq|r〉〈r|j

′q′〉. (7)

In Eq. (7) ρeq is the equilibrium one-particle density ma-
trix whose matrix elements are given by

ρeq
jq,j′q′ = 2

∑
k

f(εk)c∗k,jqck,j′q′ , (8)

where the factor of 2 comes from spin.
The retarded Green’s function G(ω) at energy ω is

defined through

((ω + iη)1−Hs)G(ω) = 1 (9)

with the infinitesimal η → 0+. We write the Green’s
function in the same block structure as the Hamiltonian

G(ω) =

 GLL(ω) GLC(ω) GLR(ω)
GCL(ω) GCC(ω) GCR(ω)
GRL(ω) GRC(ω) GRR(ω)

 . (10)

Using Eq. (9) we can easily solve for GCC and find

GCC(ω) =
1

(ω + iη)1C −HCC −Σeq
L (ω)−Σeq

R (ω)
,

(11)
where the (retarded) embedding self energy for lead α is
defined as

Σeq
α (ω) = HCα

1

(ω + iη)1α −Hαα
HαC . (12)

Hereafter we will omit the subscript CC from all matrices
with both indices in the central region. Knowledge of G
allows us to obtain the central block ρeq of the density
matrix according to

ρeq = 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)G(ω)Γeq

α (ω)G†(ω), (13)

where the broadening matrix

Γeq
α (ω) = i

(
Σeq
α (ω)−Σeq,†

α (ω)
)
. (14)

It is worth noting that G depends, through the Hartree-
xc potential vHxc ≡ vH + vxc, on the density and thus,
via Eq. (7), on the density matrix. In principle, vHxc

depends on the density both in the leads and the central
region and therefore Eq. (13) is not a closed equation for
ρeq. However, if any local or semilocal approximation
such as LDA or GGA is employed and, at the same time,
the embedding self energies Σα for the leads are known,

then Eq. (13) indeed becomes a self-consistent equation
for ρeq.

So far, we have been discussing the situation in ther-
mal equilibrium. In transport, however, one is interested
in the scenario where the system is driven out of equi-
librium by application of a bias. Most commonly, one is
concerned with the steady state current of the system un-
der application of a DC bias. In the picture of Landauer5

and Büttiker6, this steady current may be viewed as the
result of lead electrons scattering off the potential of the
central region C. In a seminal paper4, Lang proposed
to use the KS potential of DFT in the central region
as the scattering potential. The idea is to calculate the
scattering states deep in the left and right leads and fill-
ing them up to the chemical potentials µα = µ − Vα
(α = L,R) shifted by the bias Vα in lead α. One can
now proceed by directly calculating the scattering states
via, e.g., the Lippmann-Schwinger equation4,9. Equiv-
alently, one may use the non-equilibrium Green’s func-
tion (NEGF) formalism19 to calculate the steady-state
density matrix or Green’s function of the central region.
The central block of the steady-state density matrix ρ
can then be obtained by the following equation

ρ = 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f(ω − Vα)G(ω)Γα(ω)G†(ω) (15)

which is structurally very similar to Eq. (13), the only
difference being that G is calculated with Σα(ω) =
Σeq
α (ω−Vα), the broadening matrix Γα(ω) = Γeq

α (ω−Vα)
and the Fermi function for lead α is shifted by Vα. With
the density matrix one can then calculate the electronic
density as in Eq. (7) using ρ in place of ρeq. After some
elementary algebra one finds

n(r) = 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f(ω − Vα)Aα,s(r, ω) (16)

where

Aα,s(r, ω) =
∑
jq,j′q′

[Aα,s(ω)]jq,j′q′〈jq|r〉〈r|j′q′〉, (17)

and

Aα,s(ω) ≡ G(ω)Γα(ω)G†(ω). (18)

is the partial KS spectral function. Again, through the
dependence of the Green’s function on the Hxc potential
and thus on the density, this defines a self-consistency
problem. From the local density we can also calculate
the total number of electrons in region C as

N =

∫
C

d3r n(r)

= 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f(ω − Vα)Tr[Aα,s(ω)] (19)

where we have taken into account that the states jq form
a complete set in region C and the trace is over the single-
particle basis in region C only.
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The steady current can be calculated using the self-
consistent Green’s function via the celebrated Landauer-
Büttiker (LB) formula

Is = 2

∫
dω

2π
(f(ω − VL)− f(ω − VR))

×Tr
[
G(ω)ΓL(ω)G†(ω)ΓR(ω)

]
(20)

The subscript s in Is highlights the fact that Eq. (20)
gives the steady current of the KS system. There exist
no formal proof that Is is the same as the steady current
I of the interacting system. In fact, in this review we will
present relevant cases for which Is 6= I. From Eq. (20)
we can also calculate the KS zero-bias conductance

Gs = lim
VL−VR→0

Is
VL − VR

= −2

∫
dω

2π
f ′(ω)Tr

[
G(ω)ΓL(ω)G†(ω)ΓR(ω)

]
(21)

where all quantities in the trace are evaluated at Vα = 0,
i.e., at equilibrium.

The formalism described above combines the LB for-
mula with DFT and it is widely used to describe steady-
state transport through nanoscale systems with atomistic
detail. This level of description is essential in the field
of molecular electronics20,21 whose central tenet is to use
single molecules as active electronic devices.

B. The derivative discontinuity of the DFT
exchange-correlation potential

In typical applications of DFT one aims to calculate
the ground state energy and/or the electronic structure
of a molecule or solid for a given, fixed number of elec-
trons. However, in the transport problem a nanostruc-
ture such as a quantum dot or a molecule is connected
to leads and the number of electrons in the nanostruc-
ture fluctuates. In other words, instead of dealing with a
closed system at fixed particle number, in transport we
are studying open systems connected to particle reser-
voirs. Therefore one may expect that the dependence of
density functional approximations on the particle num-
ber becomes important. This will be the concern of the
present section.

In a seminal paper22, Perdew and coworkers pointed
out that the exact xc potential of DFT at zero tempera-
ture exhibits discontinuous steps as the particle number
crosses an integer. To show this, they constructed an en-
semble DFT based on ensembles of states with different
(integer) electron numbers. The ensemble expectation
value of the electron number operator then can yield non-
integer values, or, in other words, the (ensemble) density
integrates to a non-integer∫

d3r n(r) = N + η (22)

with N ∈ N and 0 ≤ η < 1. Perdew and coworkers
proved that the ground ensemble energy is a piecewise
linear function of the (fractional) electron number, i.e.,

EN+η = (1− η)EN + ηEN+1 (23)

where EN is the ground state energy at integer particle
number N . Therefore, the ground ensemble energy as
function of electron number is given by a series of straight
lines connecting the ground state energies with integer
numbers of particles. The slope of these straight line seg-
ments may be expressed in terms of physical quantities:
the ionization potential I(N) of the N -electron system is

I(N) = EN−1 − EN , (24)

while the electron affinity A(N) is given by

A(N) = EN − EN+1 . (25)

As a consequence, the discontinuous jump of the deriva-
tive of the ground ensemble energy at integer electron
number can be expressed as

∆(N) = EN+1 − 2EN + EN−1

= lim
η→0+

(
δE[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N+η

− δE[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N−η

)
. (26)

Decomposing the total energy functional into its compo-
nents, there are only two terms which are discontinuous
as the particle number crosses an integer. The first term
comes from the non-interacting kinetic energy Ts[n], i.e.,

∆s(N) = lim
η→0+

(
δTs[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N+η

− δTs[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N−η

)
= εN+1(N)− εN (N) (27)

where εk(N) is the k-th lowest KS energy eigenvalue of an
N electron calculation. The second terms is the famous
derivative discontinuity of the xc potential

∆xc(N) = lim
η→0+

(
δExc[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N+η

− δExc[n]

δn(r)

∣∣∣∣
N−η

)
. (28)

The total discontinuity is the sum of the two, i.e.,

∆(N) = ∆s(N) + ∆xc(N). (29)

The xc discontinuity not only gives an important con-
tribution to the fundamental gap of semiconductors and
insulators, but it is also a highly relevant property of the
exact xc energy functional in other situations. For in-
stance, it is exactly the xc discontinuity which ensures
that heteronuclear molecules dissociate into fragments
with integer electron numbers23–25. The development of
the xc discontinuity from solvable systems with fractional
electron number as the fraction η approaches zero has
been studied in Refs.26,27. The importance of the deriva-
tive discontinuity has emerged in other contexts too. For
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instance, the exact solution of the one-dimensional Hub-
bard model shows that at zero temperature the (uniform)
xc potential is discontinuous as the number of particles
per site crosses unity (half-filling)28–30. In more than
one-dimension it has been shown that the discontinuity
occurs only for sufficiently strong interactions and that
the critical value of the interaction strength is the same
as that of the Mott-Hubbard transition31,32.

Popular density functional approximations such as
LDA or GGA’s exhibit a vanishing derivative discon-
tinuity, at least in the way they are commonly used.
It has been pointed out only recently, however, that
even for these functionals one can construct derivative
discontinuities33: to do so one interprets the correspond-
ing energy functionals as orbital functionals in an ensem-
ble DFT framework and consequently calculates the xc
potential within the optimized effective potential frame-
work. There are also density functional approximations
which do exhibit a derivative discontinuity, most promi-
nently perhaps explicitly orbital dependent functionals
such as the exact-exchange functional. Other density
functional approximations based on best-fitting are avail-
able for the xc potential of the one-dimensional Hubbard
model28,30. In this case one can also show how the dis-
continuous steps emerge in the low temperature limit34.

In the next Section we consider a different class of in-
teracting models showing a discontinuity in the xc po-
tential. Then, in Sec. II D, we will use the LB+DFT ap-
proach to study this class of models in a quantum trans-
port setup.

C. The derivative discontinuity in a few illustrative
examples

The importance of the derivative discontinuity appears
in the description of systems whose electron number can
fluctuate. This is precisely the situation of junctions (the
central region C of Sec. II A) connected to leads. In the
limit of vanishing contacts the equilibrium properties of
the junction are given by the grand canonical partition
function. Below we will use the grand canonical general-
ization of DFT by Mermin35 in two paradigmatic model
systems and provide a somewhat different perspective on
the derivative discontinuity.

1. Single Site Hubbard Model

Our first model for a quantum dot consists of a single
level with on-site energy v which can hold up to two
electrons36. It is described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥdot = vn̂+ Un̂↑n̂↓ (30)

where U is the charging energy, n̂σ = d̂†σd̂σ is the number
operator for electrons of spin σ on the dot, n̂ = n̂↑ + n̂↓,

and d̂†σ and d̂σ are the corresponding electron creation
and annihilation operators, respectively.

The KS Hamiltonian of such a system is

Ĥdot
s = vsn̂ . (31)

According to Mermin’s finite-temperature version of
DFT35 there exists a unique potential vs for which this
KS Hamiltonian yields, for a given temperature and
chemical potential, the same density as the interacting
Hamiltonian. We write vs = v + vHxc[n] where the Hxc
potential vHxc[n] of the single site model (SSM) is a func-
tion of the dot density n. Let us derive the exact func-
tional form of the SSM Hxc potential.

We start by observing that for both the interacting and
KS Hamiltonian, see Eqs. (30) and (31), the eigenstates
for electron occupation zero, one, or two are: |0〉, | ↑〉,
| ↓〉, and | ↑↓〉. The eigenvalues of Ĥdot corresponding to
these states are 0, v, v, and 2v + U , respectively, while
for Ĥdot

s the eigenvalues are 0, vs, vs, and 2vs. We now
consider the single site at thermal equilibrium in contact
with a bath at inverse temperature β = 1/T and chemical
potential µ. The total density on the interacting dot
reads

n(ṽ) =
1

Z
Tr
{

exp(−β(Ĥdot − µn̂)n̂)
}

=
2

Z
[exp(−βṽ) + exp(−β(2ṽ + U))] , (32)

where we have defined ṽ = v − µ and the partition func-
tion

Z = 1 + 2 exp(−βṽ) + exp(−β(2ṽ + U)) . (33)

For the KS dot the result simply is

ns(ṽs) = 2f(vs) (34)

with ṽs = vs − µ. Both density-potential relations (32)
and (34) can be inverted analytically which allows us to
write the exact Hxc potential of the single-site model as

vHxc[n] = ṽs[n]− ṽ[n] =
U

2
+ gU (n− 1), (35)

where

gU (x) =
U

2
+

1

β
ln

(
x+

√
x2 + e−βU (1− x2)

1 + x

)
. (36)

This is an odd function of its argument, gU (−x) =
−gU (x), and therefore vHxc[n = 1] = U

2 for all tempera-
tures. In the left panel of Fig. 2 we show the Hxc poten-
tial (35) for various temperature. The most prominent
feature is the (smoothened) step at half-filling (n = 1)
and low temperatures. In the zero temperature limit, the
Hxc potential approaches a discontinuous step function

vHxc(n)
T→0−→ Uθ(n − 1) where θ(x) is the Heaviside step

function. This step is nothing but the derivative discon-
tinuity at zero temperature discussed above. Hence, the
discontinuity naturally emerges in the zero-temperature
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v

H
x
c
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T = 1.0
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v
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n

T=0.01 exact
T=0.01 Hartree
T=0.1 exact
T=0.1 Hartree
T=1.0 exact
T=1.0 Hartree

FIG. 2. Exact Hxc potential (left panel) and density (right
panel) of the single site model for different temperatures. The
density is calculated using the exact Hxc potential (solid lines)
and, for comparison, the Hartree potential (dashed lines). En-
ergies are given in units of U .

limit of Mermin’s formulation of DFT. At finite temper-
ature, on the other hand, the discontinuity is thermally
broadened. Thermal broadening is not the only mech-
anism to smoothen the step in the xc potential. As we
will discuss below, particularly relevant for transport is
the broadening due to the presence of contacts.

As a pedagogical illustration of the consequences of the
step feature in the xc potential, we calculate the density
of the single site as function of the on-site potential v
from solving the exact KS self-consistency condition

n = 2f(v + vHxc[n]) (37)

as well as the KS self-consistency condition at the Hartree
level

n = 2f(v + vH[n]) (38)

where the SSM Hartree potential

vH[n] =
1

2
Un (39)

is a linear (and hence continuous) function of n. The
right panel of Fig. 2 shows the results (for convenience we
choose µ = 0). The most striking difference is the plateau
feature of the exact density in the low-temperature
regime for gate potentials in the range −U . v . 0.
This is completely missing in the Hartree approximation
(or any LDA or GGA for that matter) since it is a direct
consequence of the step in vHxc. For increasing tempera-
tures, on the other hand, the Hartree density approaches
the exact one as the step feature is washed out.

2. Constant Interaction Model

Our second model is slightly more complicated and is
known as the Constant Interaction Model (CIM). The

CIM Hamiltonian reads

ĤCIM = Ĥ0 + Ĥint =

M∑
i=1

∑
σ=↑,↓

εin̂iσ

+
1

2
U
∑

iσ 6=jσ′

n̂iσn̂jσ′ . (40)

where εi are the energies of the single-particle levels and
U is the repulsive energy between two electrons. For
M = 1 and ε1 = v, the CIM Hamiltonian reduces to the
SSM Hamiltonian of Eq. (30). Notice that the interacting
part of the CIM Hamiltonian can be equivalently written
as

Ĥint =
1

2
UN̂(N̂ − 1), (41)

where N̂ =
∑
iσ n̂iσ is the operator of the total number

of particles.
The KS Hamiltonian of the CIM is

ĤCIM
s = Ĥ0 +

∫
d3r vHxc[n](r)n̂(r) (42)

with the Hxc potential vHxc and the density operator
n̂(r) which is related to N̂ by N̂ =

∫
d3r n̂(r). It can be

shown37 that in the limit of zero temperature, the exact
Hxc potential of the CIM is independent of position and
depends only on the total number N of electrons in the
system. In other words

vHxc[n](r) = vHxc[N ] . (43)

Let us prove this statement. We denote by |ΨN
l 〉 the lin-

early independent ground states with N electrons, where
the index l = 1, . . . , dN and dN is the degeneracy of
the ground-state multiplet of energy E(N). In the zero-
temperature limit of the grand canonical ensemble at
chemical potential µ, the number of electrons N is the
largest integer for which the addition energy fulfills

A(N) = E(N)−E(N − 1) = εN +U(N − 1) < µ . (44)

The corresponding ground state density reads

n(r) =
1

dN

dN∑
l=1

〈ΨN
l |n̂(r)|ΨN

l 〉. (45)

Due to the particular form of the interaction Ĥint, the
eigenstates of the CIM Hamiltonian are the same as the
eigenstates of Ĥ0; hence they are many-body Slater de-
terminants with every level occupied by either zero or
one electron of spin σ. This implies that

〈ΨN
l |n̂(r)|ΨN

l 〉 =
∑
iσ

niσ(N, l)|ψiσ(r)|2 (46)

where niσ(N, l) = 1 if |ΨN
l 〉 contains an electron of spin

σ on level i and zero otherwise. We turn now to the KS
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Hamiltonian in Eq. (42). If the Hxc potential is inde-
pendent of position then the CIM Hamiltonian and the
KS Hamiltonian have the same eigenstates with the same
degeneracies. Therefore the ground state densities in the
N -electron sector are the same both in the interacting
and in the KS system. Consequently, for given chemical
potential µ, the only role of the Hxc potential vHxc is to
ensure that at zero temperature both the interacting and
the KS system have the same number of electrons. This
is achieved if N is the largest integer such that

εN + vHxc[N ] < µ . (47)

Thus, for any real N , the explicit form of the CIM Hxc
potential at zero temperature is

vHxc[N ] = A(N̄)− εN̄ = U(N̄ − 1) (48)

where N̄ = Int[N ] is the integer part of N and we have
used Eq. (44) in the last step. We conclude that the CIM
Hxc potential is piecewise constant with discontinuities
of height U whenever N crosses an integer.

At finite temperature, the CIM Hxc poten-
tial in general is more complicated. However,
if all the single-particle levels εi are degenerate,
it is again possible to write it as a position-
independent constant depending only on the total
number N in the system. Note that now N =

Tr
{

exp(−β(ĤCIM − µ))N̂
}
/Tr

{
exp(−β(ĤCIM − µ))

}
is to be understood as the thermal average of the particle
number operator N̂ .

We have constructed the finite temperature Hxc po-
tential of a 6-level CIM with degenerate single-particle
levels by numerical reverse engineering where we have
used the scheme described in A to calculate the equi-
librium occupation of the CIM. The resulting Hxc po-
tential of this construction is shown in Fig. 3. The step
structure at low temperature is apparent and in the zero-
temperature limit approaches our result of Eq. (48), as it
should be. As in the case of the isolated site, at high tem-
peratures the steps are washed out and the Hxc potential
approaches a linear function of N .

D. Successes and limitations of the LB+DFT
formalism for strongly correlated transport

1. The single impurity Anderson model

In Sec. II C 1 we have considered an uncontacted
single-level quantum dot. In order to study electronic
transport through this dot we connect it to a left (L)
and right (R) lead described as one-dimensional, semi-
infinite tight binding chains. The resulting model is the
celebrated single-impurity Anderson model (SIAM)38 for
which the Hamiltonian reads

ĤSIAM = Ĥdot +
∑

α=L,R

Ĥα + ĤT . (49)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

N

0

1

2

3

4

5

v
H

x
c

T=0.01

T=0.1

T=1.0

FIG. 3. Hxc potential of the CIM with three degenerate levels
for different temperatures T = 1/β. Energies in units of U .

Here, the tight-binding lead α = L,R is described by

Ĥα =
∑
σ

∞∑
i=1

(
V ĉ†i+1α,σ ĉiα,σ + H.c.

)
(50)

and the tunneling Hamiltonian connecting the dot to the
leads is

ĤT =
∑

α=L,R

∑
σ

(
Vlinkĉ

†
1α,σd̂σ + H.c.

)
(51)

where we have assumed symmetric coupling to left
and right leads. The embedding self energy for one-
dimensional tight-binding leads is known analytically.
However, here we concentrate on half-filled leads in the
parameter regime Vlink � V , the so-called wide-band
limit (WBL). In this limit the embedding self energy for
lead α becomes a purely imaginary, energy independent
constant γα = 2V 2

link/V and the only relevant energy
scale for electron tunneling is γ = γL + γR.

For the SIAM the single-particle density matrix ρ is a
1× 1 matrix whose only entry is the value of the density
on the dot. Therefore, the self-consistency condition of
Eq. (15) becomes a nonlinear equation for the only un-
known ρ = n. Taking advantage of the WBL nature of
the leads it is easy to show that in thermal equilibrium
(no bias) Eq. (16) becomes

n =
1

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dω f(ω)
γ

(ω − v − vHxc[n])2 +
(
γ2

4

) . (52)

This equation correctly reduces to Eq. (37) in the limit
of vanishing contacts, i.e., γ → 0. While for the isolated
dot the analytic form of the xc potential is known ex-
actly, see Eq. (35), this is not the case for the contacted
dot. However, one may still use vHxc[n] of Eq. (35) as an
approximation to the exact xc potential if γ � T . With
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FIG. 4. KS zero-bias conductances for the Hartree and SSM
approximations (Eqs.(39) and (35), respectively) as function
of the on-site gate potential in comparison with NRG results39

at two different temperatures. Reprinted (adapted) with per-
mission from Ref. 36. Copyright (2011) American Physical
Society. Notice that the small difference between this figure
and the one in Ref. 36 is due to a slightly different definition
of the TK (Eq. (54)) used in the present work.

the self-consistent density n solving Eq. (52) we can eas-
ily compute the KS zero-bias conductance via Eq. (21)

Gs
G0

= −
∫ ∞
−∞

dω
∂f(ω)

∂ω

γ2

4

(ω − v − vHxc[n])2 + γ2

4

. (53)

where G0 = 1/π is the quantum of conductance.
In Fig. 4 we show Gs for two different temperatures

and compare it to the SIAM conductance G as obtained
from numerical renormalization group (NRG) calcula-
tions39,40. In the left panel, the temperature is much
smaller than the Kondo temperature41

TK =
4
√
γU

π
exp

(
−π

4

(
U

γ
− γ

U

))
, (54)

whereas in the right panel T � TK. Below the Kondo
temperature the most prominent feature of Gs and G is
the plateau at one quantum of conductance G0 in the
region of gate potentials −U . v . 0. Physically this
plateau is due to the screening of the single electron spin
at the impurity by a spin cloud of opposite-spin electrons
at the interface of both leads, a phenomenon known as
Kondo effect. In the context of DFT, the plateau origi-
nates from the pinning of the the KS level to the Fermi
energy which is a direct consequence of the use of an Hxc
potential with a step at half filling. This is confirmed by
the absence of the conductance plateau in DFT calcu-
lations using the Hartree potential of Eq. (39). Further-
more, we observe that in the DFT calculation using vHxc,
the conductance plateau extends further and terminates
more abruptly than in the reference NRG calculation.

For T � TK, see right panel of Fig. 4, DFT even qual-
itatively disagrees with the NRG result. While the NRG

conductance now clearly shows two peaks at v ≈ −U
and v ≈ 0 due to Coulomb blockade, the DFT calcula-
tion still exhibits a conductance plateau, although at a
value smaller than G0. Below we discuss in some detail
the reasons for the success of the LB+DFT approach at
low temperatures and its failure at high ones.

At first sight it may come as a surprise that features of
complicated many-body physics such as the Kondo effect
can qualitatively be captured with a simple DFT model
and an explanation is called for. A first explanation can
be gleaned from the Meir-Wingreen formula of the zero
bias conductance42

G = −γ
2

∫
dω

2π
f ′(ω)A(ω) (55)

with A(ω) the interacting spectral function. At T = 0
the Meir-Wingreen formula gives

G

G0
=
γ

2
|G(µ)|2

(γ
2
− Im Σ(µ)

)
(56)

where G−1(ω) = [ω − v − Σ(ω) + iγ2 ] is the 1 × 1 in-
teracting Green’s function and Σ(ω) is the many-body
self-energy. At the Fermi energy, quasiparticles have an
infinite lifetime, i.e., we have Im Σ(µ) = 0. Therefore
one can see from Eq. (56) that it is indeed possible to
reproduce the exact conductance from a KS calculation
if the KS potential at the impurity is vs = v + Re Σ(µ).
A second explanation that LB+DFT can give the exact
zero-bias conductance can be found in the Friedel sum
rule43–45 which states that at zero temperature the zero-
bias conductance of the SIAM is fully determined by the
ground state density at the impurity. Since exact DFT
by construction gives the exact ground state density, it
therefore also must yield the exact zero-bias conductance,
including the conductance plateau due to the Kondo ef-
fect. The argument of the Friedel sum rule in the context
of the LB+DFT conductance for the SIAM has indepen-
dently been discussed in Refs.36,46,47.

The above arguments also make clear where the small
difference between the NRG and KS conductances at
T � TK come from. The Hxc potential used in our cal-
culation does not contain any information related to the
contact to the leads. In other words the vHxc of Eq. (35)
is the exact SIAM Hxc potential only for γ → 0. How-
ever, the contacts are responsible for a broadening of the
step structure and hence vHxc should exhibit a smeared
step for finite γ even at T = 0. To include the broadening
due to the contacts in the Hxc potential we proceed as
follows. The exact spectral function of the isolated dot
reads

A(ω) =
(

1− n

2

)
δ (ω − v) +

n

2
δ (ω − v − U) . (57)

Broadening the delta-function δ(ω) into a Lorentzian
`γ(ω) = γ/(ω2 + γ2/4) of width γ we obtain the model
many-body (MB) spectral function

Amod(ω) =
(

1− n

2

)
`γ(ω − v) +

n

2
`γ(ω − v − U) . (58)
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FIG. 5. Hxc potential (in units of U) from Eq. (60) for U/γ =
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With this model spectral function the interacting density
as function of ṽ = v − µ is

n(ṽ) = 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)Amod(ω), (59)

which can be inverted numerically to give ṽ[n]. Similarly,
for a non-interacting impurity with on-site potential vs,
through Eq. (59) for U = 0 the density becomes a func-
tion of ṽs = vs − µ which again can be inverted numer-
ically to give ṽs[n]. From these results we then obtain
a numerical model xc potential for the coupled impurity
through

vHxc[n] = ṽs[n]− ṽ[n] . (60)

This Hxc potential reduces to the vHxc of Eq. (35) for γ →
0 and it has the nice feature of smearing the step at half
filling with a width ≈ γ for T � γ and a width ≈ T for
T � γ. The quantitative effects of thermal broadening
versus contact broadening are illustrated in Fig. 5. We
wish to emphasize that independently of the nature of
the broadening the qualitative behavior of the density
does not change: in both cases n exhibits a plateau of
height 1 (half-filling) as function of v since vHxc pins the
KS level to the chemical potential.

At zero temperature a reasonable fit to the model Hxc
potential of Eq. (60) is given by the expression

vHxc[n] =
U

2

(
1 +

2

π
arctan

(
n− 1

W

))
(61)

where the fitting parameter W is defined as

W = 0.16
γ

U
. (62)

We will use this form at various places throughout this re-
view. The (numerically) exact Hxc potential for the An-
derson model at zero temperature has been constructed
by a reverse engineering procedure using DMRG methods

in Refs. 46 and 48 where the authors also give accurate
parametrizations of their results.

We now turn to the discussion of our results for tem-
peratures T � TK. From the right panel of Fig. 4 we see
that the KS conductance even qualitativeley disagrees
with the correct NRG result: instead of the Coulomb
blockade peaks the DFT results still show a plateau, al-
though at values smaller than G0. In fact, both argu-
ments given to explain the correct DFT description at
zero temperature fail at finite temperature. When calcu-
lating the conductance from the Meir-Wingreen formula
at finite temperature, we cannot restrict the discussion
of the many-body Green’s function to the Fermi energy
alone and thus the argument given above does not apply.
Similarly, the validity of the Friedel sum rule is restricted
to zero temperature. Therefore it is not surprising that
the DFT conductance does not give the correct physics.
This can explicitly be confirmed by considering a special
value for the gate potential, the so-called particle-hole
(ph) symmetric point at v = −U/2. At this value of the
gate, the impurity is at half-filling (n = 1) for all temper-
atures. In the DFT framework this means that the exact
Hxc potential must have the value vHxc[n = 1] = U

2 such
that the total KS potential vanishes. Our model Hxc po-
tential in Eq. (60) correctly satisfies this condition, i.e.,
the value of vHxc for n = 1 is exact for all tempera-
tures and interaction strengths U . At the ph symmetric
point, the conductance Gph of the interacting Anderson
impurity is a universal function of T/TK which is known
numerically49,50. Therefore at the ph symmetric point
we can compare the exact KS conductance Gph

s with the
exact Gph. The result is shown in Fig. 6. We see that
while the exact KS conductance is correct at zero (and
very low) temperature, it is widely off the mark over a
wide temperature range.

2. Constant Interaction Model coupled to leads

In the previous Section we have seen what the
LB+DFT formalism can and cannot describe for the An-
derson model. In the present one we move to multi-level
systems, in particular systems described by the CIM of
Sec. II C 2. There we have seen that the Hxc potential
at zero temperature is independent of position and de-
pends only on the total number N of electrons on the
(multi-level) quantum dot. Thus, in the basis of the
single-particle eigenstates, the CIM KS Hamiltonian of
Eq. (42) can be written as

ĤCIM
s =

M∑
i=1

(εi + vHxc[N ]) n̂i (63)

where n̂i =
∑
σ=↑,↓ n̂iσ and M is the number of levels. In

order to study the conductance properties of this system
we have to connect it to leads. The non-interacting leads
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present work.

are described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥlead =
∑
kσ

∑
α=L,R

εkαĉ
†
kσαĉkσα (64)

where the ĉkσα (ĉ†kσα) create (annihilate) an electron with
energy εkα and spin σ in lead α. The tunneling Hamil-
tonian takes the usual form, i.e.,

ĤT =
∑
kσα

M∑
i=1

(
Tkα,iĉ

†
kσαĉiσ +H.c.

)
(65)

which, from Eq. (14), leads to the broadening matrix
Γii′ = 2π

∑
kσα T

∗
kα,iTkα,i′δ(ω−εkα). We will again work

in the WBL where the Γii′ become independent of fre-
quency. We further consider the Γii′ much smaller than
the level spacings so that we can approximate

Γii′ = γiδii′ . (66)

in the dot. This assumption is certainly justified at low
enough temperatures. At low temperatures we also ex-
pect that the essential qualitative feature of vHxc is a
series of smeared steps at integer N . On this ground,
the approximation we propose consists in summing the
SIAM Hxc potential over all possible charged states of
the CIM 51. Taking into account Eq. (61) the explicit
form of the approximation reads

vHxc[N ] =

2M−1∑
J=1

(
UJ
2

+
UJ
π

arctan

(
N − J
WJ

))
(67)

where, for later use, we already allowed for charging en-
ergies UJ and widths WJ which depend on the charging

state J . In the present Section we consider γi = γ inde-
pendent of i and use both charging energies U and level
broadenings W = 0.16 γ/U (see Eq. (62)) independent
of the charging state J .

We study the zero-bias conductance through the multi-
level CIM. It is therefore sufficient to solve the KS prob-
lem in equilibrium. Taking into account that the Hxc
potential depends only on the total N , there is only one
self-consistency equation

N = 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)Tr

[
G(ω)ΓG†(ω)

]
(68)

with Γ = ΓL+ΓR and the trace is over all single-particle
states of the quantum dot, see Eqs. (19). According to
Eq. (11) the KS Green’s function is given by

G(ω) =
1

ω −H + iΓ/2
(69)

where the KS single-particle Hamiltonian has matrix ele-
ments [H]jj′ = δjj′(εj + vHxc[N ]) =: δjj′εs,j with the KS
single-particle energies εs,j . At self-consistency we can
calculate the KS zero-bias conductance using Eq. (21).

As a first example of transport through multiple cor-
related levels described by the CIM we consider two
spin-degenerate single-particle levels, the HOMO and the
LUMO, coupled to two wide-band leads. As functions of
gate potential v, the KS HOMO and LUMO leves are
given by

εH
s = −∆ε

2
+ v + vHxc[N ] (70)

and

εL
s =

∆ε

2
+ v + vHxc[N ] . (71)

In Fig. 7 we show zero temperature results for density,
KS conductance, and KS single-particle levels for the fol-
lowing parameters: HOMO-LUMO splitting ∆ε = 0.5
and γ = 0.05 (all energies are given in units of U). At
large positive gate potentials, the quantum dot is unoc-
cupied (see upper panel). As the gate is lowered, the
first electron enters the dot when the (KS) HOMO level
becomes lower than the Fermi energy εF. Due to the
interaction, the second electron is blocked from entering
the dot at the same gate and only can enter when the
gate is lowered by U . In order for the third electron
to enter the dot, we have to lower the gate by an addi-
tional energy ∆ε + U , i.e., by the single-particle energy
difference of the levels plus one additional charging en-
ergy. Finally, the fourth electron can only enter once the
gate is lowered by another charging energy U . The KS
conductance (middle panel) at zero temperature shows
two regions of gate potentials with one quantum of con-
ductance G = G0. These regions correspond to those
values of v with an odd number of electrons occupying
the quantum dot while for an even number of electrons
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FIG. 7. Self-consistent DFT results for the HOMO-LUMO
model of two spin-degenerate single particle levels coupled
to two wide-band leads as function of gate potential v. The
splitting between HOMO and LUMO level is ∆ε = 0.5, the
coupling parameter to the leads is γ = 0.05. Energies in units
of U . Upper panel: total occupation for two different tem-
peratures. Middle panel: KS conductance for two different
temperatures. Lower panel: KS HOMO and LUMO eigenval-
ues, εHs and εLs , at T = 0 as well as the Fermi energy εF.

the conductance is blocked, exactly the correct behav-
ior for the appearance of the Kondo effect in multi-level
quantum dots52. The way how this is achieved within
the LB+DFT formalism can be deduced by looking at
the KS energy levels (lower panel). We see that for those
gate potentials for which the KS conductance equals G0,
one of the two KS levels is pinned to the Fermi energy εF.
Just like in the SIAM, this pinning leads to one of the
conductance channels being open, i.e., G = G0, and, of
course, is a direct consequence of the step feature in the
Hxc potential at integer occupation. At occupation with
even number of electrons, none of the KS levels pins to
εF and the conductance is blocked, despite the fact that
vHxc also has steps at even integers of the occupation.
As expected from our experience with the SIAM, at fi-
nite temperature the KS conductance qualitatively keeps
its T = 0 shape but with the plateau values now low-
ered. It completely fails to describe the transition from
the Kondo to the Coulomb blockade regime.

As our second example we again consider the HOMO-
LUMO model contacted to two leads but now for the case
of degenerate HOMO and LUMO levels (∆ε = 0) and
all other parameters as before. The results are shown
in Fig. 8. Again, the occupation exhibits plateaus (as
function of gate) with integer occupation of the dot. The
LB+DFT conductance (middle panel), however, now has
a different structure. While for odd numbers of electrons
on the dot, the conductance is still G0, for occupation of
two we have G = 2G0. This can be easily understood
since in this case the whole dot is half filled, i.e., both
(degenerate) single-particle levels are pinned to εF (see
lower panel) and thus two conductance channels are open
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FIG. 8. Self-consistent DFT results for the degenerate
HOMO-LUMO model (∆ε = 0.0) coupled to two wide-band
leads as function of gate potential v. The coupling parameter
to the leads is γ = 0.05. Energies in units of U . Upper panel:
total occupation for two temperatures. Middle panel: KS con-
ductance for two temperatures. Lower panel: KS eigenvalue
εs at T = 0 and Fermi energy εF.

simultaneously. For those values of v where G = G0, the
KS level doesn’t pin to εF but to ±γ/2 (note the scale
on the y-axis of the lower panel).

The examples discussed in this Sec. demonstrate
that the LB+DFT approach correctly predicts the zero-
temperature Kondo plateaus in G as well as the height of
the plateaus for degenerate levels. Of course, the success
of LB+DFT strongly relies on the use of accurate Hxc po-
tentials whose most important feature is the occurrence
of steps as the number of particles crosses an integer.
However, it is also clear that, just as in the SIAM, by in-
creasing the temperature the transition from the Kondo
to the Coulomb blockade regime is beyond the capabil-
ities of the LB+DFT approach37. How to go beyond
this approach will be the topic of the next two sections.
Before closing this Section we wish to observe that in
Figs. 7 and 8 we used the Hxc potential of Eq. (67) even
for T > γ. As we discussed below Eq. (60), thermal
broadening dominates for T > γ and it would be more
appropriate to use the SSM Hxc potential of Eq. (35).
This is precisely what we did in the SIAM and, as we
can see from Fig. 4, the only difference is that the width
of the flanks of the Kondo plateau is proportional to T in-
stead of γ. Thus, the qualitative behavior of the total N
and of the KS conductance is independent of the nature
(thermal or due to the contacts) of the broadening.

III. QUANTUM TRANSPORT WITH
TIME-DEPENDENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL

THEORY

The LB+DFT approach combines the noninteracting
steady-state formulation of Landauer and Büttiker with
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the ground-state DFT formulation of interacting systems.
This empirical combination suffers from a conceptual
problem, i.e., the use of an equilibrium Hxc potential
in a nonequilibrium steady-state situation. One way to
solve this conceptual problem while still remaining in a
one-particle framework is to reformulate the theory of
quantum transport using the Time Dependent (TD) ver-
sion of DFT. TDDFT allows for studying the TD current
and density generated by an arbitrary TD bias and hence,
as a special case, the real-time evolution of the current
and density after the switch-on of an external DC bias.
Steady-state quantities can simply be obtained as the
long-time limit of the TDDFT results.

We consider again the geometry of the previous Sec-
tion with a central region connected to left and right elec-
trodes. The whole system is initially, say at time t ≤ 0,
in equilibrium at a certain temperature and chemical po-
tential. The charge density of the electrodes is perfectly
balanced and no current flows through the junction. The
system is driven out of equilibrium by an external electric
field, like the one generated by a battery. The formation
of dipole layers screens the potential drop along the elec-
trodes and the total potential turns out to be uniform in
the left and right bulks. Accordingly, the potential drop,
or bias, is confined in the neighborhood of the junction.

Let ψk(r) be a KS eigenstate of the equilibrium system
with KS energy εk. The time evolution of this state is
governed by the time-dependent KS equation

i
∂

∂t
ψk(r, t) =

[
−∇

2

2
+ vext(r, t) + vHxc(r, t)

]
ψk(r, t)

(72)

where vext is the external potential, i.e., the sum of the
nuclear potential and the time-dependent potential of the
battery, and vHxc = vH + vxc is the Hartree-xc potential
of TDDFT. The exact Hxc potential vHxc(r, t) in point r
at time t depends on the density

n(r′, t′) =
∑
k

f(εk)|ψk(r′, t′)|2 (73)

in all points r′ and at all times t′ < t. Hence Eq. (72) for
all single-particle indices k together with Eq. (73) form
a nonlinear system of coupled differential equations.

The solution of the differential equations is, in general,
a difficult task since (i) the system is infinitely large (due
to the electrodes) and spatially non-periodic (due to the
junction) and (ii) the KS wavefunctions at time t = 0 are
delocalized all over the system. Nevertheless, it is still
possible to develop efficient numerical algorithms if we
take advantage of the uniformity of the time-dependent
part of the total potential in the left and right bulks. The
property of uniformity means that

lim
r→α

[vext(r, t) + vH(r, t)] = vext(r, 0) + vH(r, 0) + Vα(t)

(74)

where Vα(t) is the (experimentally measured) bias and

lim
r→α

vxc(r, t) = vxc(r, 0) + Vα,xc(t), (75)

where Vα,xc(t) is the xc bias correction predicted by
TDDFT. In Eqs. (74) and (75) the limit r → α signi-
fies that r should be taken deep inside lead α. Thus, the
time-dependent part of the KS Hamiltonian in Eq. (72)
is spatially constant in the leads.

In the last decade several algorithms have been
proposed to obtain the one-particle density matrix
ρ(r, r′, t) =

∑
k f(εk)ψ∗k(r, t)ψk(r′, t) from which to ex-

tract the density n(r, t) = ρ(r, r, t), see Eq. (73),
and the longitudinal current I(t) =

∫
dr⊥ Im [(∇ −

∇′)ρ(r, r′, t)]r=r′ (the integral is over a surface perpen-
dicular to the current flow). Among the methods based
on the solution of Eq. (72) we mention the wavefunc-
tion approach with transparent boundaries14,53–56 and
with absorbing boundaries57–61, the microcanonical ap-
proach62–65, the supercell approach66 and the strobo-
scopic approach67,68. Other methods are based on the
solution of the Dyson equation for the Green’s func-
tion69–79, on the propagation of the Green’s function
through the Kadanoff-Baym equations80–83, on the cal-
culation of Bohm trajectories84 and on different types of
master equations for the density matrix85–89.

In Refs.11,13 it has been shown that if the bias Vα is
constant for large times and if the KS system attains a
steady state in the long time limit then the steady current
flowing through the junction is given by

I = 2

∫
dω

2π
[f(ω − VL,s)− f(ω − VR,s)]

×Tr
[
G(ω)ΓL(ω)G†(ω)ΓR(ω)

]
. (76)

The main difference between Eq. (76) and the LB+DFT
formula in Eq. (20) is the appearence of the KS bias Vα,s
in the Fermi functions. The KS bias is defined according
to

Vα,s = lim
t→∞

(Vα(t) + Vα,xc(t)) = Vα + Vα,xc (77)

and differs from the physical bias by the addition of
an xc correction. Another important difference between
Eq. (76) and the LB+DFT formula in Eq. (20) lies in the
calculation of the Green’s function G and the broadening
matrix Γα. They are calculated as discussed in the pre-
vious section but the external bias is replaced by the KS
bias and the Hxc gate is the long-time limit of the Hxc
potential in the central region. We remind the reader
that in the LB+DFT scheme the Hxc gate results from
a self-consistent calculation of the density in the central
region and there is no a priori reason for this Hxc gate
to be the same as the long-time limit of the TDDFT Hxc
gate.

It is worth emphasizing that the xc gate and bias in
Eq. (76) are functionals of the density everywhere and at
all previous times.

A. Linear response

In this section we work out and discuss the formula for
the conductance resulting from the TDDFT formulation.
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To first order in the bias the current of Eq. (76) reads

δI = −G0(δVL − δVR + δVL,xc − δVR,xc)

×
∫
dωf ′(ω)T (ω), (78)

where

T (ω) = Tr
[
G(ω)ΓL(ω)G†(ω)ΓR(ω)

]
(79)

is the transmission function calculated with equilibrium
(zero bias) DFT Green’s function G and broadening ma-
trix Γα. The conductance

G =
δI

(δVL − δVR)
(80)

coincides with the KS conductance of the LB+DFT ap-
proach, see Eq. (21), only provided that Vα,xc = 0. In
the previous section we showed that the exact KS conduc-
tance and the exact conductance of the Anderson model
are different in the Coulomb blockade regime. We there-
fore have to conclude that the xc bias is non zero in this
case.

From linear-response TDDFT15,17

δVα,xc =

∫
dt′dr′ lim

t→∞
lim
r→α

fxc(r, r′; t− t′)δn(r′, t′) (81)

where fxc is the TDDFT kernel and δn(r, t) is the den-
sity variation. The assumption of a steady state im-
plies that the kernel fxc → 0 for |t − t′| → ∞ and that
δn(r, t→∞) = δnα for r deep inside lead α. In Eq. (81)
the contribution of the molecular region to the spatial
integral is negligible in the thermodynamic limit. Hence,
it is convenient to define the quantity

fαβxc =

∫
dt′
∫

lead β

dr′‖ lim
r→α

fxc(r, r′; t′) (82)

and rewrite Eq. (81) as

δV αxc =
∑
β=L,R

fαβxc Sβδnβ , (83)

where Sβ =
∫

lead β
dr′⊥ is the area of the transverse sec-

tion of lead β. Notice that due to charge conservation we
have

SLδnL = −SRδnR. (84)

It could be tempting to gain some insight in the behav-
ior of fαβxc by performing equilibrium DFT calculations
on leads of finite length and different densities. In doing
so, however, we would get the equilibrium DFT kernel
which corresponds to taking the limit t → ∞ before the
limit r → α. In fact, the equilibrium DFT kernel is
the response of the equilibrium xc potential to a density
variation and, deep inside the leads, is determined by
the condition of charge neutrality alone. As, in general,

the limit t → ∞ and r → α do not commute we cannot
model fαβxc using leads of finite length.

Inserting the expression for δV αxc into Eq. (78) we find

δI = (δVL − δVR)Gs − ΦGsSLδnL (85)

where

Φ ≡ fRLxc + fLRxc − fRRxc − fLLxc . (86)

The expression for δI in Eq. (85) is correctly gauge
invariant. Under a gauge transformation the kernel
fxc(r, r′) changes by the addition of an arbitrary function
q(r) + q(r′)90 and Φ is invariant under this transforma-
tion. In conclusion

G =
Gs

1 + ΦGs/v
. (87)

The quantity v ≡ δI/(SLδnL) is the speed of the charge
wavefront propagating in the leads after the sudden
switch-on of the external bias91 and it is of the order
of the Fermi velocity. In the following we refer to ΦGs/v
as the dynamical xc correction since Φ is expressed in
terms of the TDDFT kernel. An equation similar to
Eq. (87) can also be obtained within the framework of
time-dependent current density functional theory as has
been shown in Ref. 16.

B. Anderson Model in the Coulomb Blockade
regime

We go back to the Anderson model at temperatures
higher than the Kondo temperature but smaller than the
charging energy U . This is the so called Coulomb block-
ade (CB) regime where the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance (or
Kondo peak) in the spectral function has disappeared.
However, as we already pointed out in Sec. II D 1, the
CB peaks present in the exact interacting conductance
are completely absent in the KS conductance. We would
like to emphasize that the physical situation discussed
here is distinct from the one of Ref. 92. In Ref. 92 the
discontinuity is responsible for keeping the HOMO dou-
bly occupied and the LUMO empty as the gate potential
becomes more attractive (closed shell). In this case the
discontinuity correctly suppresses Gs at even N . Instead,
at odd N the discontinuity has the opposite effect since
it pins the KS gate to the Fermi energy, thereby favour-
ing the tunneling of electrons. Open-shell molecules in
the CB regime represent a striking example of the inade-
quacy of standard DFT transport calculations. We now
show that this is due to the lack of the dynamical xc
correction discussed in Sec. III A.

To gain some insight into the density dependence of
Φ/v we reason as follows. Away from half-filling the
MB and KS system behave similarly and consequently
G ' Gs. On the other hand at half-filling, i.e., N = 1,
the exact conductance is strongly suppressed whereas the
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KS conductance is of the order of the quantum of con-
ductance G0. Therefore the dynamical xc correction has
to be small for N 6= 1 and large for N = 1. Interestingly,
this is the same behavior of the derivative of the Hxc po-
tential ∂vHxc/∂N . In fact, we can demonstrate that the
two quantities are intimately related.

We consider the Anderson model in equilibrium and
calculate the compressibility κ = ∂N/∂µ using

N = 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)A(ω) (88)

where A is the interacting spectral function. It is a mat-
ter of simple algebra to show that

κ =
4

γ
G+ 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)

∂A(ω)

∂µ

=
4

γ

G

1 +R
(89)

where G is the interacting conductance of Eq. (55) and
in the last equality we defined

R ≡ −2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)

∂A(ω)

∂N
. (90)

The interacting and DFT compressibilities are the same
by construction since the Hxc potential is such that the
interacting and DFT densities are identical. Therefore
we can also write

κ =
4

γ
Gs + 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)

∂As(ω)

∂µ
(91)

where Gs is the KS conductance and

As(ω) = `γ(ω − v − vHxc[N ]) (92)

is the KS spectral function. The latter depends on µ
through N and the dependence on N is all contained in
vHxc. Taking into account that ∂As

∂vHxc
= −∂As

∂ω we have

∂As
∂µ

= −∂As
∂ω

∂vHxc

∂N

∂N

∂µ
. (93)

Inserting this result into Eq. (91), solving for κ and equat-
ing the interacting and DFT expressions we find

G

Gs
=

1 +R

1 + 4
γGs

∂vHxc

∂N

. (94)

We observe that this relation is valid for any temperature;
no approximations have been made so far.

We are interested in modelling the dependence of R
on N for temperatures in the CB regime. In this case
the many-body (MB) spectral function A ' Amod, see
Eq. (58), and therefore R(v) = I(v) − I(v + U) where
I(E) ≡

∫
f(ω)`γ(ω −E). The relation between v and N

stems from Eq. (88) and reads

N =
2I(v)

1 + I(v)− I(v + U)
, (95)
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FIG. 9. Linear conductance from Eq. (55) using the spec-
tral function Amod of Eq. (58) (MB, solid) and from Eq. (98)
(TDDFT, dashed). The inset shows a comparison between
the exact and the approximate R. The parameters are (in
units of γ) U = 10, µ = 0. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 93. Copyright (2013) American Physical Society.

from which it follows that

1 +R = 2I(v)/N. (96)

For v < µ, or equivalently for N < 1, we have I(v+U)�
1. Thus for N < 1 we can write N ' 2I(v)/(1+I(v)) and
solving for I(v) we get I(v) ' N/(2−N). The expression
of I(v) for N > 1 can be inferred using the ph symmetry
and the final result is

1 +R =
2

1 + |δN |
, (97)

where δN = N − 1. Inserting Eq. (97) into Eq. (94) we
obtain the following DFT result for the conductance

G

Gs
=

2

1 + |δN |
1

1 + 4
γGs

∂vHxc

∂N

. (98)

This relation is of great utility since it allows to esti-
mate the dynamical xc correction from equilibrium DFT.
In fact, the dynamical xc correction of Eq. (87) is entirely
expressed in terms of equilibrium DFT quantities. More-
over, whereas Φ involves the TDDFT kernel with coor-
dinates in the leads the correction in Eq. (98) involves
only the DFT vHxc in the molecular junction. The accu-
racy of Eq. (98) is examined in Fig. 9, and benchmarked
against the interacting conductance of Eq. (56). Even
though the approximate R is not on top of the exact
one, see inset, the agreement between the two conduc-
tances is extremely good. Most importantly the plateau
of Gs, see Fig. 4, is completely gone.
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1. Seebeck coefficient of the Anderson model

The idea to construct the dynamical xc correction to
the conductance is rather general and can be used to cal-
culate other response quantities using equilibrium DFT.
As has been shown in Ref. 94, one such quantity is the
Seebeck coefficient that, according to a recently proposed
DFT framework for thermal transport95,96, does also con-
tain dynamical xc corrections.

The Seebeck coefficient S is defined as the ratio S =
(δV/δT )I=0, where δV is the voltage that must be ap-
plied to cancel the current δI generated by a small tem-
perature difference δT between the left and right leads.
This definition corresponds to the phenomenological See-
beck coefficient of Refs. 97 and 98. For the Anderson
model the Seebeck coefficient takes the form99

S = − 1

T

∫
dω
2πωf

′(ω)A(ω)∫
dω
2π f

′(ω)A(ω)
, (99)

with, according to our notation, f ′ ≡ df/dω and A the
interacting spectral function. To obtain an expression
for S in terms of equilibrium DFT quantities we calcu-
late dN/dT from Eq. (88). In the CB regime A ' Amod

depends on T and µ exclusively through N . Using
dA/dT = (dA/dN)(dN/dT ) it is easy to show that

dN

dT
= − 2

T

∫
dω
2πωf

′(ω)A(ω)

1 +R
, (100)

where R is defined as in Eq. (90). Therefore, the numer-
ator of the Seebeck coefficient in Eq. (99) is related to
the temperature derivative of N . On the other hand, the
denominator in Eq. (99) is related to the compressibility
κ of Eq. (89) since G = −γ2

∫
dω
2π f

′(ω)A(ω), see Eq. (55).
Therefore, we can write the Seebeck coefficient for the
Anderson model in the CB regime as

S = −dN/dT
dN/dµ

. (101)

This is the expression we were looking for as both deriva-
tives dN/dT and dN/dµ can be calculated from equi-
librium DFT. In the KS system N = 2

∫
dω
2π f(ω)As(ω)

where As is the KS spectral function of Eq. (92). Since
the Hxc potential vHxc depends on N and T , at self-
consistency As depends implicitly (through N) on µ and
both implicitly (through N) and explicitly on T . By
calculating the required density derivatives and using
dvHxc

dT =
(
∂vHxc

∂N

)
T
dN
dT +

(
∂vHxc

∂T

)
N

, we obtain the relation

S = Ss +

(
∂vHxc

∂T

)
N

. (102)

In this result the KS Seebeck coefficient Ss is defined as
in Eq. (99) but with spectral funcion As(ω) in place of
A(ω) [notice that the only requirement for the derivation
of Eq. (102) is that As is a function of (ω − v − vHxc)].

2

v (U)

FIG. 10. Seebeck coefficient S and density N (inset) versus
gate v for our corrected DFT (black), MB (blue) and RE
(red). The Ss (KS, green) and the xc correction ∂vHxc/∂T
(cyan) are also displayed. The parameters are T = 0.1 and
γ = 0.01 (energies in units of U). Reprinted with permission
from 94. Copyright (2016) American Physical Society.

The KS Seebeck coefficient is precisely the coefficient pre-
dicted by the LB+DFT approach which lacks the dynam-
ical xc correction

(
∂vHxc

∂T

)
N

. Although vHxc depends very
weakly on temperature, it turns out that this weak de-
pendence is still crucial to reproduce the MB Seebeck
coefficient. Let us illustrate this point in more detail.

In the CB regime γ is the smallest energy scale. We
consider the limit of very weak contacts γ � T,U and ap-
proximate vHxc by the exact Hxc potential of the isolated
(γ = 0) impurity36, see Eq. (35). Having an analytic
expression for vHxc we can evaluate both terms on the
r.h.s. of Eq. (102). In Fig. 10 we show S calculated from
Eq. (99) (black) versus the gate v and compare it with S
calculated from Eq. (99) using the MB spectral function
of Eq. (58) (blue) as well as with S calculated using the
Rate Equation (RE) approach of Ref. 100 (red), which is
exact in the limit γ → 0. All three approaches give the
same Seebeck coefficient and densities (see inset).

It is instructive to analyze how the two terms in
Eq. (102) contribute separately to yield to correct See-
beck coefficient. We see in Fig. 10 that the KS Seebeck
coefficient Ss (green) accounts for the correct linear be-
havior (with slope proportional to T−1) at large values
of |v|. This can easily be understood since as γ → 0 the
KS spectral function As(ω)→ 2πδ(ω−v−vHxc) and con-
sequently Ss = −(v + vHxc)/T . Less obvious, instead, is
the plateau of Ss for v ∈ (−U, 0). The plateau is a direct
consequence of the step in vHxc[N ] at N = 1, responsi-
ble for blocking electrons with energy below v + U from
entering the impurity site (see inset). The CB opens a
gap in the noninteracting straight line −v/T , shifting it
leftward by U for v < −U and generating the correct
behavior at large negative values of v. We may say that
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the plateau is a manifestation of the CB, an equilibrium
property of the impurity occupation. Although the KS
Seebeck coefficient correctly captures the aforementioned
gap it entirely misses the oscillation of S for N ≈ 1.
The dramatic consequence of this fact is that Ss severely
underestimates the interacting Seebeck coefficient. It is
remarkable that this problem is perfectly cured by the
dynamical xc correction ∂vHxc/∂T , see Fig. 10 (cyan).
Thus, the explicit temperature dependence of vHxc is the
key ingredient for the Seebeck coefficient not to vanish in
the CB regime100–103.

One last remark before closing this section. The use
of any temperature-dependent LDA potential104,105 in a
LB+DFT calculation would not only miss the oscillation
induced by ∂vHxc/∂T but also the plateau in Ss due to
the lack of the step in vHxc at N ≈ 1.

C. Constant Interaction Model in the Coulomb
Blockade regime

In this section we extend the analysis on the Anderson
model to the Constant Interaction Model (CIM) intro-
duced in Sec. II C 2. For simplicity we assume that the
broadening matrix Γα,mn = (γ/2)δmn is diagonal and
proportional to the identiy matrix. In Sec. II C 2 we
proved that the Hxc potential of the zero-temperature
isolated CIM is a uniform shift depending on the total
number of particles only, i. e., vHxc[n](r) = vHxc[N ], see
Eq. (43). For a broadening γ and temperature T much
smaller than both the level spacings and the charging en-
ergies, the inhomogeneity of the Hxc potential as well as
the dependence of the Hxc potential on the local occupa-
tions can be safely discarded. Then we can go through
the same steps of the single-level derivation of Sec. III B
and find again Eq. (98). The only difference is that δN
is given by the deviation of (N − Int[N ]) from unity.

To illustrate the importance of the dynamical xc cor-
rection to the conductance we approximate vHxc as in
Eq. (67). We recall that the charging energies UJ are
given by the xc part of the derivative discontinuity of
the CIM with J electrons22. For the widths we take
WJ = 0.16 γ/UJ which is consistent with Ref. 106. We
mention that in the CB regime the temperature T > γ
and hence the smeared steps of vHxc should be broadened
by T and not by γ as in Eq. (67). Nevertheless, as we
already discussed, this quantitative feature has no effect
in the qualitative behavior of the number of particles N
and KS conductance Gs as functions of the gate v.

Possible physical realizations of the CIM are quan-
tum dots made from metallic single-wall nanotubes
(SWNT)107–109. This has been shown by Oreg et al.110

who were able to reproduce the observed fourfold period-
icity in the electron addition energy of a SWNT of finite
length using the following CIM Hamiltonian

H =
∑
lνσ

εlνnlνσ +
1

2
EC (N −N0)

2

+δU
∑
lν

nlν↑nlν↓ + JxN↑N↓. (103)

Here σ is the spin index, ν = 0, 1 is the band index
and l is the integer of the quantized quasi-momentum
of the electrons. The entire Hamiltonian is expressed
solely in terms of the occupation numbers nlνσ since
Nσ ≡

∑
lν nlνσ (total number of electrons with spin σ)

and N = N↑+N↓ (total number of electrons). The finite
length of the SWNT causes a finite subband mismatch δ
so that the single-particle energies are

εlν =

{
l∆− δ for ν = 0
l∆ for ν = 1

(104)

with ∆ the average level spacing. In Eq. (103) EC is
the charging energy (N0 is the number of electrons of
the charge neutral SWNT quantum dot), δU is the extra
charging energy for two electrons in the same energy level
and J is the exchange energy between electrons of oppo-
site spin. With the parameters of Ref. 110, when an extra
electron enters the nanotube it occupies the lowest avail-
able single-particle energy level. Thus the aufbau is the
same as that of the noninteracting Hamiltonian. Accord-
ingly the spin of the ground state is 0, 1/2, 0, 1/2, . . . for
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . extra electrons. Let E(N) be the ground
state energy of the SWNT with N extra electrons. Using
Eq. (103) it is straightforward to obtain

E(0) = 0,

E(1) = ∆− δ +
1

2
EC ,

E(2) = 2∆− 2δ +
1

2
4EC + δU + Jx,

E(3) = 3∆− 2δ +
1

2
9EC + δU + 2Jx, (105)

and so on. The function E(N) with N a real continuous
variable has a discontinuous derivative at integers N and
the size of this discontinuity is given by ∆(N) = E(N +
1)− 2E(N) + E(N − 1), see Ref. 22. One finds

∆(1) = EC + δU + Jx,

∆(2) = δ + EC − δU, (106)

and ∆(N) = ∆(J) if N − J = 0 mod2 with J = 1, 2.
The Hxc potential vHxc[N ] has the property that for

a given chemical potential the ground state occupations
nlνσ of the KS system are the same as those of the CIM.
From Eqs. (106) we find that the charging energies UJ
are given by

U1 = EC + δU + Jx,

U2 = EC − δU, (107)

and UJ = UK if J −K = 0 mod2 with K = 1, 2. The av-
erage values of these parameters can be found in Ref. 110.
In order to match the position of the conductance peaks
of the SWNT of length ' 100 nm we use (all energies are
in meV): ∆ = 9.2, δ = 2.27, charging energy EC = 2.485,
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FIG. 11. KS Hxc potential of Eq. (67) (left panel) and num-
ber of electrons on the SWNT quantum dot (right panel) for
different values of the coupling γ to the leads. Reprinted with
permission from Supplemental Material to Ref. 93. Copyright
(2013) American Physical Society.

exchange energy Jx = 0.7, extra charging energy for dou-
bly occupied levels δU = 0.3793.

The total number of particles is obtained from the self-
consistent solution of the KS equation (19) which in equi-
librium can be written as

N = 2

∫
dω

2π
f(ω)Tr[As(ω)], (108)

where As(ω) = AL,s(ω) + AR,s(ω) is the total KS spec-
tral function and G is the Green’s function of Eq. (69).
Taking into account that the broadening matrices are di-
agonal and that vHxc is uniform then As is diagonal. For
the SWNT with Hamiltonian in Eq. (103) the trace of
the KS spectral function reads

Tr[As(ω)] =
∑
lν

γ

(ω − εlν − vHxc[N ]− v) + γ2/4
. (109)

In Fig. 11 we plot vHxc[N ] as well as N at self-consistency
as a function of vg = v0 + αv for two different values of
γ. The potential energy v0 is determined by requiring
that our reference energy is the same as in Ref. 107. The
parameter α = C/Cg is the ratio between the total ca-
pacitance and the gate capacitance. For the experiment
in Ref. 107 this ratio is about 250.

To obtain the KS conductance at a certain value of v
we evaluate the KS spectral function with N = N [v] and
then calculate the KS conductance in accordance with
Eq. (21), i.e.,

Gs = −γ
2

∫
dω

2π
f ′(ω)Tr[As(ω)]. (110)

Subsequently we correct Gs according to

G

Gs
=

2

1 + |δN |
1

1 + 4
γGs

∂vHxc

∂N

, (111)
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FIG. 12. KS and TDDFT corrected conductances for the
SWNT quantum dot for different values of the broadening
γ. Reprinted with permission from Supplemental Material to
Ref. 93. Copyright (2013) American Physical Society.
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SWNT quantum dot in comparison to experimental conduc-
tance from Ref. 107, as function of gate voltage. Reprinted
with permission from 93. Copyright (2013) American Physi-
cal Society.

see Eq. (98). The KS conductance Gs as well as the
conductance with dynamical xc corrections G are shown
in Fig. 12 for different values of the broadening parameter
γ. As expected, for small γ the KS conductance behaves
like in Fig. 7, i. e., it exhibits a Kondo plateau whenever
the number of particles N is close to an odd integer.
The dynamical xc correction suppresses this plateau and
yields the correct CB pattern.

In Fig. 13 we compare Gs and G with the experi-
mental conductance. The conductance G represents a
considerable improvement over Gs which, instead, shows
two deformed Kondo plateaus per period. Notice that
the fourfold periodicity is also captured. More details
can be found in Ref. 93.
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1. Seebeck coefficient of the CIM

For temperatures T � γ the Seebeck coefficient of the
CIM exhibits a sawtooth behavior as a function of gate
voltage, with “jumps” occurring when the number of par-
ticles crosses an integer. In addition to these jumps,
a superimposed fine structure of wiggles spaced by ∆ε
emerges whenever the level spacing ∆ε is larger than the
temperature100. The wiggles are associated to charged
excitations from the ground state with (N − 1) particles
to some excited state with N particles.

For diagonal broadening matrices Γα,mn = δmnγ/2 we
can again express the Seebeck coefficient as in Eq. (101).
The derivation is identical provided that we replace the
interacting spectral function A with its trace Tr[A].
Since N can be calculated from DFT, Eq. (101) allows us
to express the Seebeck coefficient in a pure DFT fashion.
Approximating the Hxc potential as a uniform shift, see
discussion at the beginning of Sec. III C, it is straightfor-
ward to show that

S = Ss +

(
∂vHxc

∂T

)
N

. (112)

Like in Eq. (67) we construct vHxc[N ] by summing over
all possible charged states the Hxc potential of the Ander-
son model. However, due to the importance of the tem-
perature dependence we use the finite-temperature Hxc
potential of the isolated Anderson impurity, see Eq. (35).
Thus we have

vHxc[N ] =

2M−1∑
J=1

[
UJ
2

+ gext
UJ

(N − J)

]
, (113)

where UJ is the charging energy and the extended gext
U

function is defined according to

gext
U (N − 1) =

 −U/2 N < 0
gU (N − 1) 0 ≤ N ≤ 2 ,

U/2 N > 2
(114)

with gU given in Eq. (36). Like the Hxc potential in
Eq. (67) also this Hxc potential has a staircase behavior
with smeared steps of width UJ between two consecutive
integers but the smearing is governed by T instead of γ.

It is worth noting that the property of the Hxc poten-
tial of being the same for all energy levels is an exact fea-
ture only at zero temperature. In fact, our approximate
vHxc can reproduce only the occupations corresponding
to a thermal mixture of ground states with different num-
ber of particles. To illustrate what physics is lost in this
way we first consider a two-level CIM with repulsion en-
ergy U . We choose a temperature T = 0.03 much larger
than γ = 0.001 and the energy of the levels εi = ε0

i + v
with ε0

1 = 0 and ε0
2 = 0.3 and v the external gate po-

tential. Here all energies are given in units of U . The
left panel of Fig. 14 shows the total number of particles
N = n1+n2 as well as the occupation n2 =

∑
σ n2σ of the

highest level as obtained using DFT with Hxc potential

v (U)v (U)

FIG. 14. Density (left) and Seebeck coefficient (right) of
CIM with two spin-degenerate levels computed from RE and
DFT using the approximate functional of Eq. (113). The KS
Seebeck coefficient is also shown. Reprinted with permission
from 94. Copyright (2016) American Physical Society.

in Eq. (113) and the RE approach. The approximation
of a uniform Hxc potential has no effect on N , which is
identical in both approaches, but it introduces exponen-
tially small discrepancies in n2 (and hence in n1). These
discrepancies are due to the neglect of excited states in
the thermal mixture represented by vHxc. Therefore, we
expect that some of the wiggles in the Seebeck coefficient
are not captured by our approximation (which accounts
only for the addition of electrons in the lowest available
level). This is confirmed by the right panel of Fig. 14
where the wiggles associated to the addition energies of
excited states emerge using a rate equations approach
(red) and are absent using our approximate DFT treat-
ment (black). Nevertheless, we emphasize that the wig-
gles stem from Ss and are not due to the xc correction.
The latter is responsible for the large sawtooth oscilla-
tions and, as Fig. 14 clearly shows, it is the dominant
contribution to S.

Experimental measurements of the Seebeck coefficient
for an individual single-wall carbon nanotube in the CB
regime have been reported in Ref. 111. In order to show
the performance of our DFT scheme we extracted both
single-particle energies and charging energies from the
experimental results. We again consider the Hxc poten-
tial of Eq. (113) but, in contrast to the model calculations
described previously, the charging energies UJ depend on
the charging state J . Details on the parameters can be
found in Ref. 94

In Fig. 15 we show the interacting conductance G cal-
culated using Eq. (111), see also Ref. 93, (upper panel)
and the Seebeck coefficient S calculated from Eq. (112)
(lower panel) versus the gate voltage v for temperature
T = 4.5 K and coupling γ = 0.02 meV. For comparison
we also show the KS Seebeck coefficient Ss. The latter
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-4

v (meV)

FIG. 15. Conductance (upper panel) and Seebeck coefficient
(lower panel) of a single-wall carbon nanotube from DFT
(black) and experiment (red, data from Ref. 111). Also shown
is the KS Seebeck coefficient (dashed green). Reprinted with
permission from 94. Copyright (2016) American Physical So-
ciety.

fails in reproducing the characteristic sawtooth behaviour
of the experimental results. Instead, the interacting See-
beck coefficient calculated from Eq. (112) clearly shows
the peak and valley structures observed in experiment,
confirming again the crucial role of the xc correction. Re-
markably, the fine structure wiggles (kinks in some cases)
are correctly captured too.

IV. STEADY-STATE DENSITY FUNCTIONAL
THEORY FOR TRANSPORT AT FINITE BIAS

In Sec. II A we have discussed the standard approach
to transport within a DFT framework, the LB+DFT for-
malism which combines static (ground state or equilib-
rium) DFT with the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. We
have pointed out that formally this approach is incom-
plete as even the knowledge of the exact xc potential of
DFT doesn’t guarantee that the corresponding (steady-
state) currents are exact. In the regime of linear response
we have shown with explicit examples that LB+DFT

transport properties such as the zero-bias conductance
or the Seebeck coefficient can capture some but not all
of the correct physics of transport.

In Sec. III, on the other hand, we have discussed
TDDFT as a truly non-equilibrium density functional ap-
proach which in principle can describe electronic trans-
port correctly. This is of course true in the time do-
main if one is interested in explicitly time-dependent cur-
rents such as transients or currents in response to a time-
dependent bias. However, it is also true for the steady-
state regime which is interpreted as the long-time limit
of the time evolution of a system driven out of equilib-
rium by a DC bias. In fact, we have seen in Eq. (76) that
TDDFT leads to an expression for the steady current
which is structurally identical to the original LB+DFT
expression (20) but with the crucial difference that the
applied bias has to be corrected by an xc contribution.

In principle, the TDDFT xc potential (and thus also
the xc correction to the bias) is a functional with “mem-
ory”, i.e., it depends not only on the instantaneous den-
sity but also on its entire history at previous times. More-
over, it not only depends on the density in the central
device region but also on the one deep inside the leads.
On the other hand, for the models we studied we have de-
rived expressions for the xc correction to the bias (at least
in the linear regime) which depend only on the density of
the device. If we are honest, though, while our interpreta-
tion of the xc bias correction was based on TDDFT ideas,
its derivation was not. This latter fact maybe shouldn’t
come as a surprise: the construction of TDDFT function-
als beyond the adiabatic approximation is a notoriously
difficult task.

In the present Section we will present a DFT formu-
lation, which we will call i-DFT, for steady-state trans-
port, i.e., we here aim to describe a system in its (non-
equilibrium) steady state and are not interested in the
time evolution towards this state (just as the LB+DFT
formalism does). We will try to incorporate some of the
lessons learned from previous (model) studies into the
new framework, one of which is the overriding impor-
tance of an xc correction to the bias, another one the
formulation in terms of quantities defined in the device
region only. At the very fundamental level we will first
choose a set of basic “density” variables for which, un-
der certain conditions, one can prove a one-to-one cor-
respondence between this set of densities and a set of
potentials. Once the basic formalism is established, we
will again focus on its usefulness in the description of
transport through strongly correlated systems. First we
will show how the new formalism can handle Coulomb
blockade both at zero and at finite bias. Then we will
apply the insights gained here again to the problem of
the SIAM and will construct a functional which is able
to correctly describe both the Kondo and the Coulomb
blockade regime as well as the transition from one to the
other.
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A. Foundations of the i-DFT formalism

As before, we consider a central region attached to
left and right leads. In equilibrium, the system is sub-
ject to an electrostatic potential v0(r), e.g., the poten-
tial generated by the nuclei. Out of equilibrium, the
system is exposed to an external bias potential vb(r)
generated by an external battery. In addition the sys-
tem may also be subject to an additional gate potential
vg(r) which vanishes deep inside the leads. In these re-
gions of space the classical potential v0(r)+vb(r)+vH(r)
(where vH(r) is the Hartree potential), differs by a uni-
form shift V/2 (−V/2) from its equilibrium value, where
V is the potential drop (bias) across the junction. Now
we split the different components of the potentials ac-
cording to the different regions, e.g., we write v0(r) =
v0,L(r)+v0,C(r)+v0,R(r) where v0,α(r) = v0(r) for r ∈ α
and zero otherwise. The total potential in region C then
is vC(r) = v0,C(r)+vb,C(r). We can also split the density
in a similar way, i.e., n(r) = nL(r)+nC(r)+nR(r). With
these definitions we will show below that there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the pair (vC(r), V ) and
the pair (nC(r), I) where I is the steady-state current
through region C. The fundamental theorem of i-DFT
can then be formulated as

Theorem: For any finite temperature and for fixed po-
tentials vα(r) in leads α ∈ {L,R} the map (vC(r), V ) −→
(nC(r), I) is invertible in a finite bias window around
V = 0.

Proof: In order to prove the theorem we show that the
Jacobian

JV=0 = det

[
δnC(r)
δvC(r′)

∂nC(r)
∂V

δI
δvC(r′)

∂I
∂V

]
V=0

(115)

is non-vanishing. The upper left block χC(r, r′) =
δnC(r)
δvC(r′)V=0

is the static, equilibrium density response

function for the contacted L− C − R system but evalu-
ated for both r and r′ in region C and G ≡ ∂I

∂V is the
zero-bias conductance. As a first observation we note
that the variation δI

δvC(r′)

∣∣
V=0

vanishes since at zero bias

a change in the central potential does not induce a steady
current. Thus, it remains to be shown that both entries
on the diagonal of the Jacobian (115) have a definite
sign. We first look at the equilibrium density response
function χC(r, r′) which can be calculated using leads of
finite length L at taking the limit L→∞ at the end. At
finite temperature 1/β and at chemical potential µ, the
Lehmann representation of χC(r, r′) reads

χC(r, r′) =
1

Z

∑
i,j

fij(r)fij(r
′)

Ω2
ij + η2

Ωij
(
e−βEi − e−βEj

)
eβµNi . (116)

Here Z is the partition function and the sum is over
a complete set of many-body eigenstates |Ψi〉 of the
contacted system with energy Ei and particle number

Ni. Furthermore we have defined the excitation ener-
gies Ωij = Ei − Ej , the excitation amplitudes fij(r) =
〈Ψi|n̂(r)|Ψj〉 − δijn(r) (with the density operator n̂(r))
and η is a positive infinitesimal. In order to prove the
invertibility of χC(r, r′) we have to show that for an ar-
bitrary test function t(r) we have∫

C

d3r d3r t(r)χC(r, r′)t(r′)

=
1

Z

∑
ij

|Tij |2Ωij
Ω2
ij + η2

(
e−βEi − e−βEj

)
eβµNi 6= 0 (117)

with Tij ≡
∫
C

d3r fij(r)t(r). It is easy to see that for

Ei 6= Ej we have Ωij
(
e−βEi − e−βEj

)
< 0 and thus the

l.h.s. of Eq. (117) can be zero only if Tij = 0 for any i, j
with Ei 6= Ej . Obviously, for an arbitrary test function
t(r) this cannot happen18 and we have to conclude that
χC is invertible.

Also for the zero-bias conductance one can write down
the Lehmann representation112 which reads

G = − 1

Z

∑
ij

2η|Iij |2Ωij
(Ω2

ij + η2)2

(
e−βEi − e−βEj

)
eβµNi (118)

where Iij ≡ 〈Ψi|Î|Ψj〉 with the longitudinal current op-

erator Î. From this expression one can see that G > 0.
Therefore we find that the Jacobian JV=0 = det[χC ]G <
0. Since JV is a continuous function of V around V = 0,
there exists a finite interval around V = 0 (whose size de-
pends on vC) for which JV < 0. Therefore in this domain
the map (vC(r), V ) −→ (nC(r), I) is invertible.

In what follows, we will omit the subscript C again but
it is understood that all local quantities (potentials, den-
sities) refer to the central device region only. Let (n(r), I)
be the density and steady current induced by the poten-
tials (v(r), V ) in an interacting junction. We assume that
the pair (n(r), I) is non-interacting v-representable, i.e.,
it is a physically realizable pair for a non-interacting sys-
tem as well. Then our theorem guarantees that the pair
of potentials (vs(r), Vs), which leads to the same density
and current in a non-interacting system, is unique. Fol-
lowing the usual KS procedure we can then define the
Hxc gate potential and the xc bias as

vHxc[n, I](r) = vs[n, I](r)− v[n, I](r) , (119)

Vxc[n, I] = Vs[n, I]− V [n, I]. (120)

Of course, these are purely formal definitions and in prac-
tice vHxc[n, I] and Vxc[n, I] have to be approximated.

The self-consistent KS equations of the i-DFT formal-
ism are then given by Eqs. (16) and (20) with Vα →
Vα + Vα,xc. For a symmetric bias these equations read

n(r) = 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f

(
ω + sα

V + Vxc
2

)
Aα,s(r, ω)

(121)
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I = 2
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
sαf

(
ω + sα

V + Vxc
2

)
×Tr

[
G(ω)ΓL(ω)G†(ω)ΓR(ω)

]
(122)

where sR/L = ±1. Although the i-DFT equations are
very similar to the LB+DFT equations there are impor-
tant differences: in LB+DFT, the Hxc gate potential
is a functional of the density alone and therefore there
is a self-consistency condition only for the density, see
Eq. (16). The current is then evaluated with this self-
consistent Hxc gate potential from Eq. (20) which has
the same structure as Eq. (122) but with vanishing xc
bias. In i-DFT, on the other hand, we have to take into
account the generally non-vanishing xc contribution to
the bias. Both this xc bias as well as the Hxc gate de-
pend on density and current and thus the self-consistency
conditions for these two quantities are coupled and have
to be solved together.

Also in comparison to TDDFT (for an applied DC bias
in the long-time limit), the i-DFT equation for the cur-
rent is structurally identical to Eq. (76)11,13. However,
the TDDFT Hxc gate potential and xc bias are func-
tionals of the density everywhere, i.e., both in the device
region and in the leads. Furthermore, the TDDFT po-
tentials at given time t depends on the full history of
the density at all previous times. In contrast, the i-DFT
functionals are independent of history (which is not sur-
prising since i-DFT only deals with steady states) and
depend only on the density in the device region as well
as on the steady current. The augmented local character
of the i-DFT xc potentials agrees with similar findings in
time-dependent current density functional theory113,114.

The zero-bias conductance in the i-DFT formalism can
be derived by linearising Eq. (122) in the bias leading to
the simple but exact result18

G =
Gs

1−Gs ∂Vxc

∂I

∣∣
V=0

. (123)

Compared to the TDDFT result (87) for the con-
ductance, which involves the zero-frequency and zero-
momentum limit of the xc kernel, the above expression
is more transparent. Its simple form will later also give
a hint on the design of approximate i-DFT functionals.

B. i-DFT functionals for the Coulomb blockade
regime

So far we have presented the formal foundations of
the i-DFT framework. In order for i-DFT to be applied,
however, we need approximate xc functionals. In the
present Section we will construct such approximations for
the model systems we studied before, i.e., the SIAM and
the CIM. For now, our aim is to construct approximations
which capture the essential physics of Coulomb blockade
both at zero and at finite bias. The construction of these
approximations will be done by reverse-engineering from

standard techniques typically used to describe Coulomb
blockade.

We start again with the SIAM and again, for simplicity,
we restrict ourselves to the wide-band limit. In order
to obtain the i-DFT xc potentials we need a model for
the density and current of the biased, interacting system.
Fortunately, such a model is easily constructed using the
ingredients already introduced in Sec. II D 1. Using the
model spectral function Amod(ω) of Eq. (58), the steady-
state density N = n and current I of the SIAM can be
calculated from

N =

∫
dω

2π
[f(ω − V/2) + f(ω + V/2)]Amod(ω) (124)

and

I =
γ

2

∫
dω

2π
[f(ω − V/2)− f(ω + V/2)]Amod(ω).

(125)
The resulting densities and currents are in excellent
agreement with the results of the rate equations115,116,
the standard technique to describe Coulomb blockade for
weakly coupled systems. In the reverse-engineering pro-
cedure we numerically invert Eqs. (124) and (125) for a
given, fixed pair (N, I) both for the interacting and the
non-interacting system and then extract the i-DFT xc
potentials according to Eqs. (119) and (120). One can
actually prove18 that for the SIAM in the WBL the map
(v, V ) → (N, I) is invertible for any value of the bias V
(infinite bias window). The domain spanned by N and I
is |I| ≤ (γ/2)N for N ∈ [0, 1] and |I| ≤ (γ/2)(2−N) for
N ∈ [1, 2].

The Hxc gate vHxc[N, I] and the xc bias Vxc[N, I] re-
sulting from the reverse engineering procedure are shown
in Fig. 16. The most prominent features are smeared
steps of height U/2 for vHxc and of height U for Vxc along
the lines N = 1 ∓ I/γ. The DFT xc discontinuity of
vHxc[N, 0] bifurcates as current starts flowing. The sign
of the xc bias is opposite to the current, i.e., the effective
KS bias V + Vxc is lower than the external bias V . This
is in agreement with the model study of Ref. 117. The
derivative (∂Vxc/∂I)I=0 < 0 and therefore, according to
Eq. (123), Gs becomes the upper limit of the interacting
zero-bias conductance.

The i-DFT xc potentials at finite current can be
parametrized in the spirit of Eq. (61) for the zero-current
case as

vHxc[N, I] =
U

2
+
∑
s=±

U

2π
arctan

(
N + (s/γ)I − 1

λ1W

)
(126)

and

Vxc[N, I] = −
∑
s=±

sU

π
arctan

(
N + (s/γ)I − 1

λ1W

)
(127)

where W is defined according to Eq. (62) and we have
introduced for later use an extra parameter which here
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FIG. 16. Hxc gate (top) and xc bias (bottom) for the SIAM
for U/γ = 40. Energies in units of U . Reprinted with permis-
sion from 18. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

we set to unity, λ1 = 1. Note that Eq. (126) re-
duces to Eq. (61) in the limit of zero current while
Eq. (127) vanishes in this limit. We have verified that
the self-consistent i-DFT results using the xc potentials
of Eq. (126) and (127) are in excellent agreement with
the results of the rate equations (as they should be).

The reverse-engineering procedure can also be applied
to the CIM. We consider a CIM with M levels described
by the Hamiltonian (40) and coupled to wide band leads,
Γα,ij(ω) = δijγ/2. In general, the i-DFT xc potentials
depend on all level occupations. For simplicity, we here
restrict ourselves to the case of M degenerate single-
particle levels. In this case, by symmetry, the xc po-
tentials become functionals only of the total occupation

N =
∑M
i=1

∑
σ niσ and the total current I. Above the

Kondo temperature TK, both N and I can be obtained
by solving the rate equations115. For given (N, I) we nu-
merically invert the map (v, V ) → (N, I) both for the
interacting and the non-interacting case and then ob-
tain the xc potentials according to Eqs. (119) and (120).
Again, in the wide-band limit the map is invertible for
all V and the codomain is |I| ≤ (γ/2)N for N ∈ [0,M ]
and |I| ≤ (γ/2)(2M − N) for N ∈ [M, 2M ]. In Fig. 17
we show the xc potentials for M = 3. As in the SIAM,
the Hxc gate (xc bias) potential exhibits smeared steps
of height U/2 (U) with a rather complex pattern for the
edges which follow piecewise straight lines in the (N, I)-
plane. Again, the xc discontinuity at integer N and I = 0
bifurcates as the current starts flowing with the edges
having different slopes depending on N . The edges con-
nect “vertices”, i.e., points in the (N, I)-plane where two
edges meet, and typically the edges change slope at the

vertices. We denote by ∆
(s)
K (N, I) the piecewise linear

function of N and I which vanishes along the step edge
passing through (K, 0) with positive (s = +1) or negative
(s = −1) slopes (see top panel of Fig. 17 for examples).

In order to model the reverse-engineered xc potentials

FIG. 17. Hxc gate (top) and xc bias (bottom) for the CIM
with M = 3 degenerate single-particle levels for U/γ = 40.
Energies in units of U . Reprinted with permission from 18.
Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

we have to understand the position of the vertices. We
realized an interesting duality18: the vertices occur ex-
actly at those points in the (N, I)-plane which correspond
to plateau values of the particle number and the current
in the gate-bias (v, V ) plane. Moreover, these plateau
values for N and I can be calculated for any degenerate
M -level CIM using simple expressions. From the rate
equations, the degenerate CIM with M levels leads to
(2M + 1)2 distinct plateau values. A plateau can be
uniquely identified by a pair of two integers (m,n) with
m,n = 0, . . . , 2M . In the (m,n) plateau for n ≤ m,
the probability P (q), q = m, . . . , n of finding q parti-
cles are all identical and given by P−1(q) ≡ P−1

n≤m =∑n
j=m

(
2M
j

)
, whereas all other probabilities vanish.

The density and current of the (m,n)-plateau are then
given by

N = Nn≤m = Pn≤m

n∑
j=m

j

(
2M
j

)
(128)

and

I = In≤m =
γ

2
Pn≤m

n∑
j=m

(2M − j)
(

2M
j

)
(129)

Knowing the plateau values one can define the step

edges ∆
(s)
K (N, I) and with these one can parametrize the

Hxc gate and xc bias of the degenerate M -level CIM as

v
(M)
Hxc [N, I] =

U

4

2M−1∑
K=1

∑
s=±

[
1 +

2

π
arctan

(
∆

(s)
K (N, I)

λ1W

)]
(130)

and

V (M)
xc [N, I] =
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−U
2M−1∑
K=1

∑
s=±

s

π
arctan

(
∆

(s)
K (N, I)

λ1W

)
(131)

where, again, W is defined according to Eq. (62) and
λ1 = 1. Again, for an M -fold degenerate CIM the self-
consistent i-DFT results using the xc potentials (130) and
(131) are in excellent agreement with the rate equation
results.

So far, we have used the rate equations to construct
i-DFT xc potentials for the degenerate case. For the
non-degenerate CIM, according to our i-DFT philosophy,
the xc potentials are now functionals of the local occu-
pations ni and the current I instead of the total N and
I. However, from what we have learned so far we can
still construct useful approximations to the xc potentials
for the non-degenerate case without having to do the full
reverse engineering from the rate equations.

Let n = {n1, . . . , nM} be the occupations of the levels
1, . . . ,M of an M -level CIM with arbitrary single-particle
level structure. Let Mp[n] be the degeneracy of the p-
th largest occupation and D[n] the number of distinct
densities. For instance if M = 5 and n = { 1

3 ,
1
2 ,

1
2 ,

1
3 ,

1
3}

then M1 = 2, M2 = 3 and D = 2. We further define
Np[n] = 2

∑p−1
q=1Mq[n] as the maximum number of parti-

cles in the first (p−1) levels with degenerate occupations
(N1 = 0). The degeneracies Mp are used to construct
the following i-DFT potentials

vHxc[n, I]=

D[n]∑
p=1

v
(Mp[n])
Hxc

[
N −Np[n], I

]
+
U

4

×
D[n]−1∑
p=1

∑
s=±

[
1 +

2

π
arctan

(
N + 2s

γ I −Np+1[n]

λ1W

)]
(132)

Vxc[n, I]=

D[n]∑
p=1

V (Mp[n])
xc

[
N −Np[n], I

]
−
D[n]−1∑
p=1

∑
s=±

sU

π
arctan

(
N + 2s

γ I −Np+1[n]

λ1W

)
.(133)

The dependence on the local occupations enters exclu-
sively through the Mp. At the joining points (N =

Np+1[n] and I = 0) between two consecutive v
(Mp[n])
Hxc

we add a discontinuity with slopes ±2/γ. In fact, the
slope of the lines delimiting the domain of the i-DFT po-
tentials of a M -fold degenerate CIM are independent of
M (see Figs. 16 and 17).

In order to show the performance of i-DFT we have
calculated the finite-bias differential conductances of a
benzene junction. Here we model the benzene molecule
by a six-level CIM with U = 0.5 eV and the single-
particle energies εi = ε0

i + v with ε0
1 = −ε0

6 = 5.08 eV,
ε0

2 = ε0
3 = −ε0

4 = −ε0
5 = 2.54 eV. These parameters

are taken from a Pariser-Parr-Pople model of benzene118

FIG. 18. Differential conductance (in units of G0) for a six-
level CIM model of benzene from LB+DFT (top panel), i-
DFT (middle), and rate equations (bottom). The red lines
delimit the low bias region where i-DFT and rate equations
agree. Reprinted with permission from 18. Copyright (2015)
American Chemical Society.

while the coupling to the leads is γ = 0.05 eV. We show
the differential conductances from LB+DFT (top panel),
i-DFT (middle), and the rate equations (bottom). Due to
the step structure in the (current-independent) Hxc gate
potential, in LB+DFT we see Kondo plateaus at zero
bias for odd occupations. Moreover, we also see “Kondo-
like” plateaus at finite bias, a feature which is certainly
unphysical. Furthermore, many of the lines with finite
dI/dV at finite bias which are present in the rate equa-
tions, in LB+DFT are simply missing. In i-DFT, on the
other hand, we don’t see any Kondo plateaus neither at
zero nor at finite bias. At zero bias, this is not surpris-
ing since we reverse-engineered our (H)xc potentials from
the rate equations which doesn’t describe the Kondo ef-
fect. At finite bias it is comforting that i-DFT cures the
spurious Kondo plateaus of LB+DFT. Furthermore, in
the low-bias regime (delimited by the dashed horizontal
lines) i-DFT describes all lines in the dI/dV correctly as
in the rate equations. At higher bias, on the other hand,
some lines are missing. This, however, can be attributed
to our particular approximation in Eq. (132) where the
Hxc potential acts as a uniform constant shift for all lev-
els.

C. i-DFT functional for the SIAM: from Kondo to
Coulomb blockade regime

In Section II D we have seen that, at zero temperature,
already the LB+DFT formalism can correctly describe
the Kondo plateau in the zero-bias conductance. In Sec-
tion III, on the other hand, we have designed approx-
imations to linear transport coefficients (zero-bias con-
ductance, Seebeck coefficient) which capture the correct
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physics in the Coulomb blckade regime, assigning the cor-
rections over LB+DFT to dynamical xc corrections of
TDDFT. In the previous Section, in yet another DFT
framework, we have constructed approximations to the
i-DFT xc potentials which are designed to work in the
Coulomb blockade regime, now not only at zero but also
at finite bias. The question then arises if it is possible to
design i-DFT functionals which capture both the Kondo
and the Coulomb blockade regimes correctly and also the
transition from one regime to the other. In the present
Section we address this question for the SIAM119.

The KS self-consistency conditions in Eqs. (121) and
(122) applied to the SIAM simplify to

N =
∑

α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f

(
ω + sα

V + Vxc

2

)
As(ω) (134)

I =
γ

2

∑
α=L,R

∫
dω

2π
f

(
ω + sα

V + Vxc

2

)
sαAs(ω) (135)

where sR/L = ± and the KS spectral function is given in
Eq. (92).

At first we consider the case of zero temperature,
T = 0. We know from Sec. II D 1 that if we use an approx-
imate Hxc gate potential at zero current vHxc[N, I = 0]
which has a step at half occupation N = 1, the resulting
KS zero-bias conductance Gs exhibits a Kondo plateau
as function of gate voltage. This is exactly the case if
we use the approximation of Eq. (126) (which reduces to
Eq. (61) for I = 0). On the other hand, we also know
that in order to obtain the interacting zero-bias conduc-
tance G, we have to correct Gs according to Eq. (123). If
we use Eq. (127) as an approximation to the xc bias, it is
easy to show that ∂Vxc/∂I|I=0 (and thus the correction
to Gs) is non-vanishing. The resulting G will, instead
of showing the Kondo plateau, exhibit the typical two-
peak structure associated with Coulomb blockade. It is
thus immediately clear what we have to do in order to
recover the Kondo plateau in the i-DFT framework: we
have to design the approximation to the xc bias in such
a way that at T = 0 the correction to Gs according to
Eq. (123) vanishes. As a second requirement on our im-
proved functional we want the Hxc gate at zero current to
be not just qualitatively correct but also quantitatively
as accurate as possible. Fortunately, in Ref. 46 an ac-

curate, ready-to-use parametrization v
(0)
Hxc[n] of the Hxc

gate potential at T = 0 has been designed. We thus
can make the following ansatz for our modified SIAM xc
potentials119

vSIAM
Hxc [N, I] =(

1− ã(0)[I]
)
vHxc[N, I] + ã(0)[I]v

(0)
Hxc[N ] (136)

and

V SIAM
xc [N, I] =

(
1− ã(0)[I]

)
Vxc[N, I] (137)
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FIG. 19. Comparison of i-DFT and fRG I−V characteristics
at zero temperature. Left panel: at the particle-hole symmet-
ric point v = −U/2 for different U/γ. Right panel: at fixed
U/γ = 1 for different v. fRG results from Ref. 120. Reprinted
with permission from 119. Copyright (2016) American Phys-
ical Society.

where vHxc[N, I] and Vxc[N, I] are the functionals of
Eqs. (126) and (127), respectively, with the parameter λ1

introduced there now kept as a fitting parameter to be de-
termined. For the choice of the function ã(0)[I] there are a
few restrictions: by symmetry, it should be an even func-
tion of the current and for the correction ∂V SIAM

xc ∂I|I=0

to vanish, its value at I = 0 should be unity. Further-
more, we want the effect of ã(0) to fade out for increas-
ing currents since Eqs. (126) and (127) already captured
the high-current Coulomb blockade physics correctly. We
thus suggest the following form:

ã(0)[I] = 1−
[

2

π
arctan

(
I

γW

)]2

. (138)

Finally, we fix the value of the parameter λ1 = 2 such
that the i-DFT I − V characteristic at the particle-hole
symmetric point is in good agreement with results from
the functional renormalization group (fRG)120.

In the left panel we compare I−V characteristics from
i-DFT with those of fRG for v = −U/2. The agree-
ment is excellent with small deviations at small biases.
These deviations become somewhat more pronounced as
U increases. In the right panel we compare again I − V
characteristics but this time at fixed value of U/γ = 1
for different gates v. Again, the agreement is excellent.
Note that the fitting parameter λ1 was chosen only to
optimize the agreement at v = −U/2 but we obtain ex-
cellent results also for other values of the gate.

After having fixed our parametrization for the SIAM
(H)xc potentials at T = 0, we now turn our attention to
an extension for finite temperatures. Here we do not re-
peat all the details entering into the finite-T approxima-
tions (which can be found in Ref. 119) but rather sketch
the main physical ingredients entering its construction.
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FIG. 20. Comparison of fRG and i-DFT differential conduc-
tances at v = −U/2 (in units of the quantum of conductance
G0) as function of bias for different temperatures. Left panels:
U/γ = 3. Right panels: U/γ = 4. fRG results from Ref. 41.
Reprinted with permission from 119. Copyright (2016) Amer-
ican Physical Society.

As we have already discussed in Sec. II D 1, at the
particle-hole symmetric point the zero-bias conductance
Gph of the SIAM at finite temperature is a universal
function of T/TK where TK is the Kondo temperature
defined in Eq. (54)49,50. This universal function is shown
in Fig. 6. When constructing our finite-T approxima-
tions for the i-DFT functionals, we want to recover this
exact property. This can be achieved by replacing ã(0)[I]
in Eqs. (136) and (137) by

a(T )[N, I] = b(T )[N ]ã(T )[I] (139)

where b(T )[N ] is chosen such that at N = 1 the exact
Gph is recovered. The function ã(T )[I] is obtained by
just replacing the broadening W in ã(0)[I], see Eq. (138),
by a temperature-dependent function W (T )119 defined
as

W (T ) = W

[
1 + 9

(
T

γ

)2
]
. (140)

The same replacement W → W (T ) is also done in the
functional forms of vHxc[N, I] and Vxc[N, I]. Physically,
this replacement reflects the expectation that at small
temperature the broadening in the steps of the (H)xc
potentials is dominated by γ while at large temperatures
it is dominated by T . The particular form for W (T ) was
chosen such as to best reproduce the fRG differential con-
ductances of Ref. 41, see Fig. 20. The two physical ingre-
dients for designing a finite-temperature approximations
(reproduction of the universal Gph as function of T , tem-
perature dependent broadening of the step features) are
augmented by some smaller tweaks to reproduce well119

the fRG zero-bias conductances of Ref. 41.
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FIG. 21. Comparison between NRG and i-DFT zero-bias con-
ductances (in units of G0) as function of gate for different
temperatures. Left panel: for U/γ = 5.31. Right panel: for
U/γ = 15.91. NRG results from Ref. 40. Reprinted with
permission from 119. Copyright (2016) American Physical
Society.

In Fig. 20 a comparison of fRG and i-DFT finite-bias
differential conductances at v = −U/2 is shown for two
different interaction strengths and temperatures. By con-
struction, the proper reduction of the Kondo peak at
V = 0 with increasing temperature is correctly repro-
duced. Also the Hubbard sidebands are reproduced with
good accuracy.

Finally, in Fig. 21 we compare NRG and i-DFT zero-
bias conductances as function of gate for two interac-
tion strengths and various temperatures. In general,
the agreement is very good. Only for high U/γ (right
panel) and low temperatures the shape of the side peaks
is slightly different.

In summary we can say that we have indeed been able
to design i-DFT functionals which capture both Kondo
and Coulomb blockade physics in the SIAM as well as
the transition between the two regimes as temperature
increases. These functionals allow for the accurate calcu-
lation of densities and currents of the SIAM in the steady
state over a wide range of parameters at negligible nu-
merical cost.

Of course, the design of our functionals relied heavily
on the availability of accurate solutions of the SIAM ob-
tained from other methods, just like in standard DFT the
construction of the local density approximation (LDA)
relies on the availability of accurate xc energies of the
uniform electron gas from Quantum Monte Carlo calcu-
lations. Nevertheless, with the design of our functionals
we have explicitly demonstrated that it is indeed pos-
sible to accurately describe transport through strongly
correlated systems with DFT, thus disproving common
wisdom that DFT is not suited to deal with strong cor-
relations.

At this point it is worth to emphasize that the con-
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struction of our i-DFT xc potentials was guided by a
few rather simple considerations. The lessons learned
here are easily transferrable to more complicated sys-
tems. For instance, the incorporation of Kondo physics
in the i-DFT description of the contacted CIM can easily
be achieved by modifying the CIM functionals of the pre-
vious Sec. IV B along similar lines to the ones discussed
here for the SIAM: since the zero-bias KS conductance
Gs already contains the correct Kondo features also for
multi-level systems (see Sec. II D 2) one only has to en-
sure that the correction to Gs vanishes for I = 0. For
instance, for a degenerate CIM with M levels this can be
achieved by using the following Hxc potentials (at T = 0)

vHxc[N, I] =(
1− ã(0)[I]

)
v

(M)
Hxc [N, I] + ã(0)[I]v̄

(0)
Hxc[N ] (141)

VHxc[N, I] =
(

1− ã(0)[I]
)
V (M)

xc [N, I] (142)

where v
(M)
Hxc and V

(M)
Hxc are given by Eqs. (130) and (131),

respectively, with the only difference that we now use the
parameter value λ1 = 2. The function ã(0)[I] is the same
one as defined in Eq. (138) and for the equilibrium Hxc

potential v̄
(0)
Hxc we use

v̄
(0)
Hxc[N ] =

2M−1∑
K=1

vext
Hxc[N − (K − 1)] . (143)

Here we have defined the extended function

vext
Hxc[N ] =


0 N < 0

v
(0)
Hxc[N ] 0 ≤ N ≤ 2 ,
U N > 2

(144)

with the parametrization v
(0)
Hxc[N ] of the equilibrium

SIAM Hxc potential of Ref. 46. Note that for M = 1,
Eqs. (141) and (142) reduce exactly to Eqs. (136) and
(137), i.e., our accurate T = 0 parametrizations for the
i-DFT (H)xc potentials of the SIAM.

In Fig. 22 we show the zero-temperature differen-
tial conductance in the gate-voltage plane of a degen-
erate HOMO-LUMO CIM for U/γ = 8 (top panel) and
U/γ = 4 (bottom panel). One can clearly appreciate the
Kondo strip at zero voltage for gates v ∈ (−3U, 0) as well
as the fact that the height of the strip for v ∈ (−2U,−U)
is twice as large as the height for v ∈ (−3U,−2U) and
v ∈ (−U, 0). This simple incorporation of Kondo physics
in more complicated models seems hard to achieve within
other frameworks to deal with transport through corre-
lated systems.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The chemical complexity of molecular junctions calls
for a first-principle description of the molecule attached

FIG. 22. Zero-temperature differential conductance in the
gate-voltage plane of a a degenerate HOMO-LUMO CIM for
U/γ = 8. Energies in units of U .

to leads in order to make quantitative predictions and/or
comparisons with experiments. DFT is a computation-
ally efficient theory which, in principle, is well suited to
achieve this goal. However, DFT strongly relies on the
quality of the xc functional and, at present, most avail-
able approximations are inadequate for strongly corre-
lated junctions. Furthermore, the applicability of (equi-
librium) DFT in quantum transport needs to be carefully
discussed.

In this Topical Review we have revisited the standard
LB+DFT approach to quantum transport and showed
that, even with the exact xc functional this approach
is not exact. We have presented two exact frameworks
which can cure the deficiencies of LB+DFT. The first
is based on TDDFT and leads to an xc corrections to
the applied bias. Unfortunately this xc bias correction
as well as the Hxc potential in the molecular region are
functionals of the density everywhere and at all previ-
ous times. This circumstance makes the development of
practical approximations very difficult, especially if we
are not interested in the full time evolution but only
in steady-state properties. The second theory is i-DFT
and, like TDDFT, predicts the existence of an xc bias
correction. However, the basic variables of i-DFT are
the steady-state density in the molecular region and the
steady-state longitudinal current. It is therefore possible
to obtain both these quantities by a steady-state self-
consistent calculation without any need of knowing how
the system has attained the steady state. i-DFT reduces
to the LB+DFT approach if the xc bias correction is dis-
carded and if the Hxc potential is the one of standard
DFT depending only on the density.

Of course, for i-DFT to prove useful for the calculation
of the transport properties of strongly correlated junc-
tions one needs accurate approximations to the i-DFT
functionals. Unfortunately, we are still not in the posi-
tion of offering (H)xc potentials ready to use in available
first-principles codes. Yet, we have been able to identify
crucial and general properties that any good approxima-
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tion to these functionals should fulfill. We have shown
that the step of the equilibrium Hxc potential as the to-
tal number of particles crosses an integer bifurcates at
finite current. Furthermore, a bifurcating step structure
at integer number of particles occurs also for the xc bias
as the current starts flowing. This latter property is of
utmost importance since the derivative ∂Vxc/∂I enters
explicitly into the i-DFT formula for the zero-bias con-
ductance and it plays a crucial role in suppressing the
Kondo plateau in the CB regime. We have also identi-
fied an interesting duality between the values of the cur-
rent and number of particles inside a CB diamond on one
side and the intersections between discontinuity lines in
the (H)xc potentials on the other side. These qualitative
features should be incorporated in any approximation in
order to reproduce the CB pattern of the differential con-
ductance.

As a proof of concept we have examined in detail the
SIAM and provided an accurate parametrization of the i-
DFT potentials by best fitting the numerical results from
fRG and NRG. The performance of i-DFT has turned out
to be a full success. The differential conductance at any
finite bias calculated by solving the i-DFT equations is
accurate for any value of the interaction strenght and for
temperatures ranging from zero to well above the Kondo
temperature. Last but not least, owing to the simplic-
ity of the i-DFT equations the calculation of an I − V
characteristics takes less than a CPU second.

An interesting possible extension of i-DFT which we
are currently exploring consists in considering the Hxc
potential and xc bias as adiabatic functionals of cur-
rent and density for time-dependent calculations. This
study generalizes previous investigations in strongly cor-
related models where the equilibrium xc potential of
DFT28,121,122 was turned, through the adiabatic approx-
imation, into the xc potential of TDDFT56,91,123,124. In
Ref. 91 it was pointed out that the inaccurate value of
the TDDFT current in the SIAM was due to the neglect
of the xc bias. However, as we have shown, this is not
the whole story. It is crucial that the xc bias is also a
functional of the current. In fact, the time-local depen-
dence on the current in i-DFT translates into a time- and
space-nonlocal dependence on the density in TDDFT, see
Ref. 114. The entangled space and time nonlocality of the
functionals are strongly related by conservation laws125.
Thus, i-DFT holds promise for an improved description of
time-dependent phenomena like, e.g., transient processes
or AC responses.
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Appendix A: Exact equilibrium density of the
Constant Interaction Model

In this Appendix we describe an algorithm which al-
lows for the calculation of the equilibrium density of
the (uncontacted) Constant Interaction Model (CIM) de-

scribed by the Hamiltonian ĤCIM of Eq. (40) at arbitrary
temperature. Our aim is to calculate the densities (oc-
cupations)

nk = Trρ̂n̂k (A1)

where

ρ̂ =
exp(−β(ĤCIM − µ))

ZK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K)
(A2)

with the partition function ZK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K) of the CIM
with K single-particle levels with energies ε̃k = εk −
µ. Suppose that we know the partition function
ZK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1) of the system with K − 1 levels.
Then the partition function for K levels can be calcu-
lated by the recursion relation

ZK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K) = ZK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1)

+ exp(−βε̃K)ZK−1(ε̃1 + U, . . . , ε̃K−1 + U) (A3)

Defining the quantity

RK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K) :=
ZK(ε̃1 + U, . . . , ε̃K + U)

ZK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K)
(A4)

from Eq. (A3) one can then easily derive the recursive
relation

RK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K) = RK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1)

×1 + exp(−β(ε̃M + U))RK−1(ε̃1 + U, . . . , ε̃K−1 + U)

1 + exp(−βε̃M )RK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1)

(A5)

where we have also defined

R1(ε̃) =
1 + exp(−β(ε̃+ U))

1 + exp(−βε̃)
. (A6)

With these definitions the occupation of level k becomes

nk = − 1

β

∂

∂εk
lnZK(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K)

=
exp(−βε̃k)RK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1)

1 + exp(−βε̃k)RK−1(ε̃1, . . . , ε̃K−1)
(A7)
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